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McAndrew game on; report awaited
By :\nne FJasza

stan Writer

The Saluki opening home
footb.:dl game will played in
McAndrew StadilJIl Saturday
as scheduled. a University
official said Monday. thQugh a
final report on the structural
safety of the stadium won't be
received until later this week.
Universil y officials
on
Wednesday received a "prefinal" report of a study that
Hanson Engineering Inc., of
Springfield, conducted on the
east stands during the summer.
They then met wi~ Eug~ne
Wilkinson, executIve vIce

p!'c"ident of the firm. Thursday
to discuss the contents of the
report.
.
Although he would not
comment "n the contents of the
report, Bruce Swinburne, 'lice
president for student affairs.
said the University would
schedule a press conference this
week to announce what action,
if any, would be taken.
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for campus servi,':es,
said Sunday that the University
is waiting for the firm's final
report, expected to arrive by
Wednesday.
"Until we have the final
report back. there really isn't

milch I can say." Dougherty
;;aid.
According to published
reports. if questions remain
regarding the safety of the
stands, possible solutions in·
c1ude sectioning parts off or
eliminating the lO"e of the east
stands altogether.
Swinburne would not comment on these options, but said
he did not think that the
publici'y surrounding the study
would greatly affect attendance
at Saturday's game against
Eastern Illinois Universitv.
"I really doubt that it will
have much of an effect."
Swinburne said. ''I'm an-

ticipating something close to a
capacity crowd Saturday,
Although it's still early in the
season this is going to be ;1 very
key game as far as the standings go."
The Salukis were ranked 18th
in a Division l-AA pre-season
JYlll. Eastern was ranked sixth.
Hanson Engineering's $23,000
study is the final part of the
administration's effort to
determine the structural safety
of McAndrew's east standi!,
Questions arose in 1979 when
police reported visible movement of the support beams
du.;ng a football game on Nov.
3. The initial study conducted

shortly afterward by Wiss
Janney, Esltner and Associates
Inc, indicated that further
studies were needed.
In September 1981 a report
from Engineers Collaborative,
the firm which buih the east
stands in 1975, said the stands
were safe.
However, William E. Brower
Jr.. associate professor in
engineering and mechanics and
m?terials. said earlier this vear
that the chances may be as high
as "one in a thousand" that the
stadium could r":' -,pse under
the stress crea!~-Q to y a capacity
crowd ju~ping up and down in
unison.
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U.S. action expected to a,roid
disrupting Soviet relations
nations could have a significant ackuowledged that a U .~. Re135 spy plane was in the area
impad.
In Ottawa. Canadian officials where the Korean plane had
~o o~~:e U~J~~~ie~ s";id landing rights for the flown before it was downed. But
relations on a peaceful footing, S<.v!et national airline. Aeroflot. 'one Pentagon official, who
outlined his ;.dmipjstration·s in Montreal were being asked not to be identified. said
response Monday to the suspended. Those - two weekly the chance the Soviets may
downing of a South Korean - now are the only scheduled haVl" mistakenly thought they
direct flights from the Soviet were shooting at the reconjetliner.
naissance plane rather than the
Repo!"ters were cautioned Union to North America.
Aeroflot has been prohiL. ted Korean jumbo jet "is almost
against anticipating in the
president's nationally broad- from
landing
regularly nil."
The Soviet Union has refused
cast speech any major steps st'heduled flights in the United
that would disrupt U.s ...soviet States since Def-ember 1981. an to admit its planes shot down
the jetliner, but has said war·
relations.
ac~on taken to protest the
Rather, the response WClS imposition of martial law in ning shots were fired.
In Moscow. meanwhile, 'C,S.
expected to focus on efforts to Poland. However. special uncurtail civil aviation involving scheduled flights between the Rep. William Grey. D-Pa"
the Soviet Union,
United States and the Soviet insisted Monday thai the
Representatives of about 20 Union have been allowed to Soviets "don't know what
friendly gOYf:I'I1ments were transport amb,3ssadors and lJappened" to the jumbo jet and
called to the State Department other dignitaries since last its 269 passengers,
A Soviet source said earlier
for consultations about the June.
No U.S. carriers fly into the that top Soviet military officials
plane incident a few hours
ordered a jet fighter to shoot
before Reagan's speech. but Soviet Unior.,
officials said they WE're not
Since the Korean Air Line down the airliner with a heat·
given specifics cf what the Boeing 747 ;'" was lost Ii',sl. seeking missile near the Soviet
president WV''':;,' say.
Thursday as it was emerging island of Sakhalin, north of
The Unit~ States alone could from restricted Soviet airspaC'e, Japan,
do IitUe to restrict the Soviet Reagan and his advisers have
l'nion's commercial aviation been searC'hing for concrete
The source, who insisted on
activities, but a suspension of measures to back up their anonymity. said the order was
given without the consultation
lanong rights and actions taken v~rbal ('ondemnations.
of President Yl!ri V. Andropov.
in cooperation with other
U ,So
ofricidls
t~ave
WASHINGTON lAP)
President Reagan" balancing a

:e

Percy: Nuclear freeze not enough
By Karen Torry
Sia:f Writer
(j .S. Sen. Charles Percy said
he
supports
"complete
destruction"
of
nuclear
weapons, but told anti-nudear
groups Friday that he believes
the United States should not
pursue a bilateral freeze on
nuclear weapons production
with the Soviet Union.
"I am not satisfied with a
freeze," Pei'cy told members of
.•lid-America Peac(' Project,
Southern Illinoisans for a
Nuclear Freeze ,and other
groups that gathered in his
Carbondale office.
The senator contended that a
production freeze is not
verifiable because the Soviet
Union could cootinue to
manufacture smaller. weapoos
that are difficult for U.S. intelligence systems to detect.

fr~:~;y ~~~~:eal~~ °f~e~e~
Europear. countries would feel
lnreatened hy Soviet allied
countries.
"We can't cause European
countries to freeze. They are
overshadowed by the conventional weapons of Warsaw
Pact countries," said Percy.
"They feel if they h:>! a rreez~
they would be frozen in a
disadvantage. "

~~'»
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Gus says Cbuck trird to tell
everybody wbat they wanted to
hear - nukes are bad, we ougbt
to get rid of 'em, but we ba"e to
bave 'em_

Percy supports a "builddown" agreement between the
United States and the Soviet
Union that would allow each
country to build one new
nuclear weapon for ev~ry two
older
veaDons that are
destroyed. .
A build-down can be verified,
Percv claimed, because it
would involve large weapons
systems whose production and
destruction could more easily
be verified.
Percy said the proposed
deployment of Cruise and
Pers:ling II mIssiles in Europe,
as well as congressional support
for the production of MX
missles, has made the Sovieu.
more responsive to a builddown plan.
"I hope we never have to
build the MX, " said Percy, "but
See PERCY, Page 3

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg

American made
Jodie ~'cKinney (left) of Carterville and Cynlhia Smith. union
worker at Intuition-Interstyle Inc. display their union spirit.

Union Inemhers rally,
reaffirm common goals
By John Stewart
Stan Writer

Three-hundred
union
members and their families
gathered at Crab Crchard Lake
Monday as part of a national
Labor Day celebration to
reaffirm labor's goals.
In Carbondale and 140 other
cities AFL-CIO affiliates rallied
under the theme, "Across
America - We Will be Heard."
Herbert Donow. an English
professor at SIU-C and
president of the Jackson County
Central Labor Council, said
local union membel'S had come
together to express their
dissatisfaction with President
Reagan's economic policies.
Donow said that 20 million
union members across the
nation will make their prf'sence
felt in the 1984 political races.
"We'll support candidates
who support more jobs." he
·>aid. The downward spiral siul:e
President Reagan's election.
which he called .. a mistake."
. wiff lake severa) years to
reverse, he said.
•

At the picnic many of the
union member.; were wearing a
variety
of
democratic
presidential candidates buttons
on their lapels.
"We want free trade, but we
also want fair trade," Glenn
Clay, vice president of the International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union. said in his
speech to the wl)rkers.
He criticized the flooding of
the clothes market by countries
which exploit their wor\< ~rs.
slIch as Haiti. China, and some
South American countries thai
have no t:hild labor laws and
pay their workers "16 or 18
cents an hour."
Clay warned of the possible
intrusion of the Chinese in international multi-fiber
agreements, which could cost
local workers' jobs. li" :1~
criticized the Caribbean Basin
agreements, which he said will
cost ;obs in steel, rubber, shoes,
tools, auto parts and other industries.
Clay blasted the promise of
See PICNIC. Page 3

FCC expected to OK proposal
giving AM stations more time
By John &hrag

S!.aff Writer

A aO-year-old regulation
limiting t.he time that some AM
radio su.'tions are 011 the air
may be changed this week,
much to the delight of some
Southern Illinois broadcasters.
On Tuesday or Wednesday,
the Federal Communications
Commission is expected to
approve a propo'>al giving
"daytime" AM re-dio stations
an additional fOUl hours of
broadcast time a day, according to Matt McCann,
program director at WCll..-AM
In Carbondale.
The proposal, McCaro.!l said,
would allow the stations which now may only broadcast
from sunrise to sunset - to go
on the air two hours prior to
sunrise and remain on the air
two hours after sunset.
The sunrise to sunset
regulation applies to AM
stations, like WCIL-AM. which
broadcast at the same
frequency
as
larger,
metropolitan "dear channel"
stations which were granted the
sale broadcast rights in a
r~gion. WCIL .\M. for example.
broaclcasts at 1020 kilohertz the same frequen~j' itli KDKAAM in Pittsburgh. which is
authorized by the FCC to
broadcast 24 hours a day,

McCann said.
He said the regulation "faS
made in 1934 to ensure that
residents of rural areas of the
country would hav<! at least one
clear radio signal coming in
during the evenings.
He said that since that time,
however, so many local stations
have been established that the
reguJation isn't needed. He said
at

:u s~~:r:e:urbeev~b~~I~~

broadcast 24 hours a day, he
thinks the four-hour extension is
"an important first step."
"It's definitely a step in the
right direction," he said. "We
feel that while the regulation
made sense in 1934, the
monopoly given to clear
channel stations is unnecessary
in 1983."George Dodds, owner of
WGGH-AM radio station in
Marion, said he also hopes the
FCC will grant ti.e extension.
His station, which broadcasts at
1150 kHz, must go olf the' air at
sunset because WJBO-AM in
Baton Rouge, La., is the clearchannel Hation at that
ff"!quency.
LIke McCann, Dodds said he
views the elCtension as a good
first step, but not the final
solution.
"We will be overjoyed if this
happens," he said. "But we
hopE' that somethint! cotlld

eventually be done to allow us a
24-hour broadcast."
Dodds said that because his
station is the onlv one in the
area to offer an "all-Christian"
format, the FCC is doing an
"injustice" to the public by
forcing him to stop broad·
casting at sunset.
"My philosophy is that if
you're performing a service
that no one else performs," he
said, "in this business you
should be allowed to do it all
day."
WDQN-AM in Du Quoin and
WMOK-AM in Metropolis also
limit their broacasts to
daytime, but no one at the
stations on Monday knew if it
was
because
of
FCC
regulations. Other AM stations,
such as WMIX in Mount Vernon, WHPI in Herrin and WEBQ
in Harrisburg, may broadcast
24 hours a day, but must reduce
their power after Sl''lSet.
WHCO-AM, in Sparta, is
licensed for 24-hour broadcasts,
but chooses to use a sunrise-tosunset ~hedule, a station official said.
McCann, who has been to
Washington, D.C .. to lobby for a
change in the
daytime
regulation, said that if the FCC
doesn't grant the broadcasting
extension, there is a chance that
Congress will mandate such a
change.

Challenger home after 'fab~~ous mission'
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE.
Calif.
(AI')
Challenger returned home to a
concrete carpet of light early
Monday, and its six-day trip
drew high praise from the boss
of 'the shuttle' program, who

cailed it "just a fabulous
mission."
"The cleanest mission yet."
Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson,
the program chief, said after
the shuttle and its _ five-man
crew did the first night shuttle

landing at 12:40 a.m. PDT.
It was a triumphant end for a
near-flawless eighth flight that
began WIth the first night
launch of a shuttle, from Cape
Canavp!"a!. Fla ..

ews Roundup-----.
lHcGot'ern considers candidacy
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fonner Sen. George McGovern, the
Democratic Party's 1972 presidential nominee, says he will
decide in the next two weeks whether to become a presidential
candidate in 1984.
In an interview published Sunday in the Washington Post,
McGovern said he is considering running for president to focus
attention to liberal ideals he has I&ng advocated. McGovern
said he has spoken to party leaders and sought to fonn a
campaign staff.

lliinoi.r drops in per capita incom,e
WA'3HINGTON (AP) - Dlinois dropped from fourth to ninth
in the nation in per capita personal income amid sluggish
growth in the three years ending in 1982, Commerce Department figures showed Monday.
The nation's fifth largest state remained among the
wealthiest but took a back seat in growth to the energyproducing states of the South and Southwest as well as New
England, wit.'! its burgeoning high-technology defense industries, a report from the departlT!ent's Bureau of Economic
Analysis showed.

Chad says Libya bombed garrison
N'DJAMENA, Chad (AP) - Libyan fighter-bombers raided
the Chadian government garrison at Oum ChaIouba in a 90minute di'!e-bombing attack Mondc.y, the government said.
. There was ho immediate report on the extent of the
casualties.
Infonnation Mi:t.ister Soumaila Mahamat said the attack by
Soviet-made MiG and Sukhoi fighter-bombers was the "expectable.reve~ge" for the defeat suffered by Libyan-led rebel
forces wno tried to overrun the government garrison at Own
Chalouba on Friday.
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PICNIC, from Page 1
jobs in the "hi tech" industry
He said that new technology
dE'stroys more jobs than it
creates, and those jobs it does
create are mmimum wage jobs.
"It is time for American
workE'rs to wake up," he said.
:-.iow is the time to roll bad
imports, be said. because many
labor·intE'nsive industries seem
"destin,~d to be harmed beyond
rep~lr.

As he sat with his familv at a
shaded picnic table Joe Bastin,
a foreman at the SIU·C Physical
Plant. said, "Automation has
cut OUL a lot of jobs I hope it
gets better, but I'm afraid it

may be a long time." he said.
He said 10 ten jobs have been
lost in recent years at the
Phvsical Plant. .
Paul S. Denise. a professor in
rommunity developm".:(, said
this Inay be an import<Int YE'ar
for labor.
This is especially true. he
said. for the University because
Gov. James Thompson has two
bills on his desk allowing state
university faculty the right of
rollective bargaining.
Donow said an AFL·CIO
lobbvist will meet with
Governor Thompson's staff
Wednesday to discuss the bills.

PERCY, from Page 1
the threat that we might go
ahead has brought forth the
most prartical suggestion for
destruction
of
nuclear
weapons."
Nick Rion, a member of
MAPP, said he believes Perc}
is concerned about the nuclear
arms race, but called the
senator's views on disar·

m?,~~~t '~~:rlro~~ical~" absol ute I y' . com pie tel y
ridiculous," said Rion, who
contended that a freeze is more
easily verifiable because the
United States would be able to
discern any weapons produl'tion
by the Soviets. With a build-

down agreement, he said, the
United States would have to
determine what type of
weapons
were
being
manufactured.
U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, D-22nd
District, who hopes to o~pose
Percy next year as the
Democratic nominee for U.S.
Senate, echoed Rion's view,
saying a freeze is "at least as
easily verifiable as a builddown."
"We have, through satellite
technology, the ability to tell
whether a man crossing the
street in Moscow has a
moustache or not,"

University Farms face losses
in tvake of hot and dry weather
Rv Patrick Williams

siafr Writer

Ca~'bondale's hot. dry sum·
mer has taken a ioll on
L'niversity Farms, ki~ling
animals, shrinking crop Yields
and spoiling research.
.
Sixty thousand dollars IS a
"fair estimate" of what the
summer's '.·;eather could cost
the 2.00t' acre, largely self·
supportirg farm, said Gilbert
Kroening, dean of the School of
Agriculture.
"Each farmer is going to
suffer a loss this year. and
we're no different. It I the
weather) plays no favorites."
said Jim Hubbard. farm
foreman at the agronomy
research center.
Early in July at the swine
research center. two boars and
one sow. worth a total of about
$1,200, died from the heat, said
Robert Arthur, assistant
professor in animal industries.
Since swine have no sweat
glands, Arthur said: their
bodies are unable to dISSIpate
heat well, especially when the
humidity gets high. The heat
builds up in their bodies and
they die from the equivalent of

heat stroke.
Arter the initial losses. the
center was able to
prevent further deaths by using
a drip irrigator to keep the
animals cool.
But the irrigator was unable
to stop damaJ!e to rese'lrch
Swine. as well as beef and dairv
cattle. eat less when the
weather is hot. skewing data on
nutrition research and milk
production
"You really don't get the
correct figures," said Dee
Woody, assistant professor in
animal industries.
Arthur said the weather also
affects reproduction rates, so
that in the next four months
when sows start farrowing
there will be fewer animals for
research and sale.
But the bulk of the farm's
damage has been in the corn
crop, off anywhere frofT! 45 to 65
percent. Since the farm's corn
is used to feed the research
animals, more feed will have to
be purchased to make up the
loss. And. because less corn is
being produced nationally.
prices for feed will be high.
Some hope still remains for
the soybean crop, though. if
~wine

rain falls in the next eight to ten
days. Farr.-. Man<'ger Elden
Shaffner said "a good three Inch
rain over two or thret' days
.
could really help."
ShaHner estimated soybean
vields in early beans are' down
to 20 to 25 bushels per acre from
a "typical" yield of 30 to ~:;
bushels per acre
Hay production is also off
about 30 percent
To cover the damage, herd
sizes may have to be cut
Heat aione wasn't responsible
for the damage to row crops,
Shaffner said. Early spring
rain5 delayed/lantin g. so the
plants suffere from the later
drought while immature and
over a longer part of their life
cycle.
And because of low organic
content in the soil, Southern
Illinois' soil is less tolerant to
dry weather, Kroening said.
Although rain in the next few
days could help allay some of
the farm's loss, there is fear
that nature may wait until early
October. harvest time, when
dry weather is needed. to
deliver rain.
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Global response best
WARS HAVE BEEN started for less significant incidents than the
I~orean jetliner atrocity - and it is perhaps a testament to the
~traints imposed by the nuclear age that one did not begin last

week.
When the Soviet Union shot down a Korean jet with a U.S.
congressman and dozens of other Americans aboard, the question
was raised: In the present scope of world affairs, how should
nations re..'"JlOIld to such an unwarranted incident?
That question in its broadness raises only more questions. Was
the Soviet actioo -in thW situation in any way calculated? If so, to
what extent? If not, was it a mistake? Did anyone in the Soviet
Union consider the possibilities for internal repercussions before
allowing their fighter to fire?
U.S. POUCYMAKERS have been grappling with the latter
questions in order to make a decision on the fU"St one. And the
Soviets haven't been much help in that effort.
The government line in the Soviet Union continues to be a denial.
Their aircraft fired only a warning shot at the Korean jet - and that
jet was a spy plane at any rate, the Soviets maintain.
Chances are that the government line won't change drastically.
While the jetliner incident in itseH may or may not reflect
longstanding Soviet policy, government treatment of the issue in the
aftermath is quite characteristic.
It. would be foolish to believe that the Soviet government would,
with any sincerity, admit a mistake. At best, the U_S might eventually get some reassurance that such an incident won't happen
again - md even that is no certainty.

ALL mls VAGUENESS - in the details of the shooting, in the
Soviet government stance, in the extent of support from some U.S.

allies - makes a U.S. response difficult to formulate.
Sanctions on Soviet airline nights in and out of the United States
alone would have little effect. In fact, any solo U.S. sanctions won't
be1p much. Many of. the possibilities have already been tried -- a
pipeliDe embargo, an Olympica boycott, restrictioo of cultural aDd
seientiClc exc:Iumge, a P'ain embargo - and have failed to cbange
Soviet positions in international affain. ".nd military force is the
wrong trr.DllP card to play in a nuclear scenario.

Why send our children to school
during hottest month of the year?
Heat ... Area Schools Close
Early ... Hunltreds Of HeatRelated Deaths .. , Record-High
Temperatures ... 14 Straight
Days Over 90 Degrees '" on and
on the headlines scream of
scorching weather!
How weU aware of them I am,
as I sit in hot, stuffy school
rooms, unable to concentrate,
and send two children to schools
with equal conditions. Why do
we send our children to school
during the hottest month of the
year when it's unnecessary?
This problem of Illinois
schools starting earlier and
earlier each year has worried
me for a long time - first as a
parent and now as a graduate
student. Each year our schools
move the starting date up - day

by day, week by week. This
year schools in our area started
as early as August 10, the
second week of August.
If we keep moving in this
direction, schools wiu soon start
the first week of August, then
the last week of Julv tilen ... ?
However, there i£ ·solution, a
simple solution.
All we have to do is foUow
Missouri's recent lead, and wait
until after Labor Day to start
school. School could continue
longer in the spring. We all
remember how cool the end of
May and the first of June were.
Missouri delayed their
schools' opening to increase
state tourism revenues. This
would be a plus for Illinois. too.
As it is now, families are

a

prevented from taking trips
OVl'r Labor Day Weekend, the
trul' end of summl'r. because of
the schools' early opening.
But my principal reason for
wanting thIS change is that our
children are being cheated of
the best possible education by
this early August starting date
and the resulting poor conditions and early dismissals.
Surely Illinois legislators,
educators,
school
board
members, citizens, and parents
are as concerned with this
~i:!=. as their colleagues in
I personaBy challenge you to
do soml'thing about this
regrettable situation.
Suzanne
Johnson,
Pinckneyville.

Higher edsubsidies ignore poor, too
AccordinJ( to the staff
editorial in the Sept.l Daily
Egyptian, the index of leading
economic indicators can be
used to show that there's a
recession, but as for a recovery ,
well, that's another story. Then
the barometer is no good,
because it "ignores the agony of
the poor." That's supposedly
because the federal budget cuts
of late hurt the poor twice as
much as the "rich." This of
course begs the question,
"What non-poor sectors receive
federal money that could be cut

VIRGIL

$250,000 per annum? Is a
back?"
One that quickly comes to household's combined yearly
mind is higher education income of $25,000 sufficient"
subsidies, which study after Eighty percent of U.S.
study has shown to benefit households make less than that,
higher income individuals more and only 10 percent make more
than the indigent. Try to than $35,000 yearly. Why, those
remember the last Daily rich rascals - that really ought
Egyptian editorial calling for to put them on easy street.
cuts in higher education.
The moral of ti.J story is that
The Egyptian staff might people who live in glass
respond by saying, "Well, most newsrooms shouldn't throw
students I know certainly aren't cowchips - and call it jourrich." But what does it take to nalism. - Eugene Dobeny,
be "rich" - oil wells, a Rolls, Fint Year, Law.

By Brad Lancaster

wulJl11l TII£
PtCNC!I ICJIOI,J

'tOUR TY~ .•.
I

WHAT THE U.s. must de; ~ seek the cooperation of other nations
in acting against the Soviets. The shooting down of a passenger
jetliner with passengers from a diversity of nations is, after all, not
an incident of importance only to tile United States. .
.
While it would be counterproductlv~ tl) permanently ice relations
between the superpowen, some temporary wurldwide sanctions such as an airline boycott on an international scale - could at least
make the Soviet government consider its reliance on the rest of. the
world and make the Soviets less trigger-bappy,

Animals still have role in world economy
EVEN IN THIS age of nuclear
propulsion and space travel, we
cannot underestimate the value
of ~al power. This, too, is
energy - energy that promo~
wcrld conservation and envL~onmental maintenance
objectives.
Mechaniza tion ...baLp.ushed
man toward an ever-increasing
use of energy. Iorgetting such
conventional power sources as
draught animals. But in many
developing countries, these
animals are almost the only
source of energy for traction
easily available to the farmer.
High oil prices and foreign
exchange problems have
created more awareness !!mnnQ
planners of the important role
of animal power which is indeed, in many cases, the most
appropriate technology for
agricultural and rural transport.

Jack Prasai
StaHWriter
In 1982, 125 nations agreed in
a similar conference that high
priority should be given to
renewable energy sources,
including the power provided by
the muscles of oxen, horses,
donkeys, camels and elephants.
Director General Edward
Saoumg of the Food and
Agricultural Organization said
recently that "the basic
question is how far the additional energy can be supplied
from nE:W and renewable
sources."

A DELEGATE noted in the
1981 United Nations conference
renewable
on new and
resources of energy that "institutions and people alike are
AMONG
THE
possible
now aware of the necessity of sources he cited, "draught
moving away from fossil fuels. animal power can be exploited
Such 'a
transaction ·is .. R1o~e rationally, th~s postinevitable. "
porung the need to mtroduce
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power-driven machinery in the
farm."
Man has used af!imal power
for millenia. It played an important role in the development
of agriculture and transport in
Europe and America. Today,
China cultivates about 100
million hectares, and 50 percent
of that is done by draught
animal power. India has an
animal draught force or 80
millioo working animals which
help plow two-thirds of the land
and carry tw~ of the
rural transportation.
Although Asia has two-thirds
of the world's draught animal
population, their potential is far
from being fully exploited
bec3use of old and unimproved
techniques. Estimates show a
world
draught
animal
poI!ulation of some 400 million,
mcluding young stock. There
are 246 million cattle and yaks
in developing countries, 60
million buffaloes, 40 million
donkeys, 'J:I million horses, 16
million camels, 10 million
mules, one million llamas, and
maybe some 20,000 elephants
used in logging, agricultural
work and transport.

for the present use of animal - and, in particular, the life
draught power in countries of and work of rural women, as
the Third World. If iU-treaU!d, women are deeply involued in
poorly fed and lacking proper the ~ma~ scale aspect of crop
health care, these animals cultivation
and
animal
cannot
always
provide productillD.
maximum efficiency. Often,
Recent FAO estimates show
half of draught power ueaths that global energy inputs to
are related to overly rough agriculture are 67 percent
bearings, heavy carts and bad manual, 25 percent animal, and
harnessing devices.
8 percent machine. In 1980,
It is also unfortunate that 8mmals worldwide provided
policy makers, governments, nine times as much energy
scientists and professionals in input to agriculture as did
Asia and developing countries tractors. If global agricultural
have neglected the draught production is to double within
animal power system, which the next 20 years to meet the
never appears in their planning increased demand of growing
exercises. Most countries do not po·pulations and to reduce
even keep statistics of draught poverty and malnutrition, there
animals.
must be an improvement in
But why draught animal c~op pr~uction systems. This
power'?
wiu reqwre more energy, which
in many cases wiU be provided
BECAUSE IT reduces the by tractors and fuel, but in
difficulty of labor and it in- (,tilers can only be provided by
creases productivity. Where animals and manual labor.
hand tools are replaced by
draught animals and equip"WHATEVER THE pace of
m'!nt, farmers can cultivate mechanization which can be
larger areas and obtain larger achieved," notes Dr. Krishna
crops.
Ramaswamy, a reputed Indian
To most Third World CQun- e<'ologist, "it still cannot close
'ries, improving draught the gap in energy."
animal systems means imDraught a~imals may be able
proving farmers life in general to provide just that'missing link.

-_m~lfPOint-------

It's a dog's life
-and not just
in Pentagon

Freedom tempered by rape threat

Liberation doesn't end terror
By Julie GuadagooU
Senior, Endish

Many women, especially
American women, are more
liberated than they've ever
WASHINGTON - Were he
been in bistory. In ancient
less a pusrycat, Caspar
Greece,
men
were
Weinberger would not !lave
philosophers, poets, politicians,
yielded so quickly and mildly
wbile
women
were
...
well
...
this summer when comchild bearers. And during the
plaints wer~ made about the
Victorian
Age,
men
tried
to
Pentagon's plans to use do~
answer questi9!,!-~ about their
in a lab to train surgeons In
universe, while their obedient
the care of wounds. Animallittle wives brought them tea
welfare groups, as well as dog
But slowly, women began to
zealots, rallied behind Rep.
demonstra te to men something
Tom Lantos (D-CaIif.) who
that they themselves had ImO'lliII
found the idea of exall along: that they could think,
perimentally shooting dogs
feel - live - just as fully and
"21 shocking waste of aaimal
Syndicated Columnist
deeply as men. And intelligent,
lives and tiX monies."
perceptive men now accept this
Unlike in his cbesty
defenses for an increased
as fact. So they are finally
weapons budget, Weinberger
mother i,ospitalized in
giving women the freedom they
for once had reasonable
critical condition. The dog,
need to Jive to tbeir full
arguments for the Pentagon's
never touched, lived. Its
potential.
c'lSe.
owner hasn't been found.
But there is one difference:
The dogs to be killed were
men a!'e usually, tbrougb a
awaiting death at anima!
THIS TRAGEDY didn't
combination of nature and
shelters. Man's best friend
earn the national headlines
training, physically bigger and
was already friendless. At the
given to the plaMed Penstronger than women. And this
tagon wound labs. The harm
military lab, high standards
can make all the difference,
of humaneness -- including
that reckle"..a dog owners
because it makes rape possible
anesthetizing the animals
inflict on the community has
- the crime that will keep
become routinized to th«.
before being wounded - were
women
forever in chains, no
to
prevail.
Reputable
point tbat civil anarchy
matter how liberated they
physicians support tbese
prevails. The arrogance of
become.
teaching methods. The
owners has meant that entire
How does rape take away a
$70,000 cost <of Ute facility
cities have beeome dog runs.
woman's freedom~ In many
contrasted well with the
An official of the Hum.me
ways. First, it exploits her like
$370,000 the Pentagon wanted
Society 01 the United States
nothing else can. Even the
two years ago to build a
reports that "most cities lack
worst pornography cannot
keMel for twelve German
the persoMel or comr·litment
sbepherd patrol dogs at Ft.
to control dog owners.
exploit a woman's !body and
Myer, Va. Congress said no.
Owners groups are often weD
mind like rape can, because
organized
to
resist
pornography doesn't have to be
ASIDE
FROM
these
t'eilIlati
"
a penooalattack. PorDO(Iraphy
arguments, WeiJLberger could
In the~re- ~ity that can·
treats women in general \alid
have used a stronger one had
fake no more ·fllth from
.sometimes men) asootbing but
he the
courage.
Tbe
waste and passes a scoop :aw,
organs and limbs. It strips them
"shocking WIISte of animal
the owners of the befouling
of their humanity along with
lives and tax monies" that so
animals lmmt that they, not
tbetr clothes. But one can
upsets Lantos and his cothe police anetnat the citizens
lEually walk _iway from ~por
sentimentalistc; is almost-·-. offended by the squalor, are .
oograpby aDlhboose Datto be
in charge. When &ston's
nothing compared with the
used. ~pe, on the other hand,
wastage
created
by
scoop law was passed, an
is
not 110 -easy for a ~ to
irresponsible J1.o~ owners.
editorial in the Boston Globe
.walk
away from, unles;t she i&a
said that the city's 65,000 dogs
The Pentagon's Iii1r would
black
belt or is ~ordinarily
can hardly be watched by the
h.'lve killed 80 dogs annually.
--strong or quick.. So she . is
Every year, an estimated 6.2
16 "inspectors" assigned to
.
violated
utterly against her
million dogs must be
the problem. Accordingly! the.
will, with absolutely-.-no choice
destroyed at the nation's 1,200
Globe thought that "gently
-in
the
matter.
tax-supported pounds and 600
exercised peer pressure
Also like a slave, she depends
private shelters. Why no
might help. a polite bllt fmn
completely on her "master" for
outcries against that? Some
word
from
pet:~strian
mercy,
which usually never
$250 million is needed to keep
passers-by might pmbarrass
comes in sucb a situation.
these death houses operating
offenders into cr.mpliance."
Rape
seems
even more tragic
on bebalf of America's dog
EMBARRASSMENT?
DOwadayS, because it spits in
lovers. A disgustingly large
You'll get indignation. Or
the face of all the other
number of the 6.2 million
curses. And why gentle
destroyed dogs meet their
fr8f3doms that women ban
pressure? What other class of
drugged or gassed fate
finally won through long, bard
defumt lawbreakers is able to
because the owners are unstruggle. FOI' instance, women
con us into being soft on their
caring.
are now granted their right to a
crimes?
A STUDY DONE -ior the
Irresponsible owners
deserve
public wrath, not
Pet Food Institute found that
gentleness. The latter hasn't
only 44 percent of the owners
worked. For a short-term
exert the proper efforts to
solution, stiff license fees
give their pets quality care.
should be imposed. Since the
The rest - 56 percent problems created by dogs are
ranged from the lazy owners
costly - from killing us on
who let their fIlimals roam
the bighways to polluting our
the neighborhbods to bite,
streets - make ownership
bark and defecate at will, to
costly. Long-term, there is
the disenchanted owners who
the example of Reykjavik,
find moce problems than
Iceland. Its supremely inpleasures in their charges.
telligent citizens have been
On the same day that
banning dogs for more than 50
protectors of dogs were
years. It's a clean and
cheeri1'lg themselves for
healthy town.
calling the cowering Pentagon to heel, another kind of
canine story was being
IN mE UNITED States,
played out in Commack, Long
Island. A woman was driving where the birth rate for dogs
home with her three children exceeds that f)f humans, the
when a stray dog sprinted animals are not to blame.
across the road. The woman They are merely one more
swerved. Missing the dog but species exploited by a society
that gives animals few rights.
losing control of her car, she
moved into the path of a 10- In this case, allowing owners
to go leashless means that the
wheel Ma~k. ~k. The car
was crushed. the 'three rest of us are forced to go to
the dcgs too.
children were killed and the

Colman
McCarthy

aog

quality education, _nd their
right to choose any field of
study. So they come to
universitien to enjoy that
freedom, and what happens?
They move to towns like Carbondale, where rape or at·
tempted rape is ~ such
a common occurrence that it
gets about as much space and
prominence in the :!eWsp8pers
as a minor traffic accident
would.
Ami when these female
students assert their ability to
live on their own, what bappens'? A few sick men find out
which women are living alone
or in very small groups, and
they take advantage of tbese
women's independence to make
them their slaves. This happened twice this summer.
Women in their own bomes
were raped or almost raped by
men who had broken in through
their windows as they slept! U a
woman caDDot be free from the
threat of rape in her own borne,
she can never be free from it.
I always thought it was safe to
jog around Campus Lake by
myself, as long as it was
daylight and there were other
people within sight or bearing. I
have done this many times, but
now I see that I bave been very
lucky. One woman was not so
lucky recently. A boy of about
16 attempted to grab ber as she
jogged by bim in broad daylight
and while otber people were
within bearing. Luckily, his
attempt was unsuccessful,
because1be WomBD chased bim
away a.sbe called,eo some
boaters to call the police.
But my point is, it doesn't
seem to matter whether it's
daytime, whether we're in our
own homes 01' whether there are
other people nearby; DOpe, we
women (especially those of us
who live in crowded towns with
vel'Y
diverse,
transient
populations) are never free
from the threat of rape.
But what can we do about it?
By no means should we give up
the freedoms we bave won and
live in constant fear behind
closed doors. That would be a
ridiculously reactiOOary way of
dealing (or not dealing) with
the problem.
We should imtead continue to
enjoy our freedolli!!, but wisely.
U we must travel by night, we
should travel in groups. And if
we want to exercise, we can
also do that with a partner 01'

two. Or better yet, we can take
self-defense courses and kill
two birds with ODe stone: get
exercise as we make ourselves
stronger and less vulnerable lI>
rape. The Recreation Center
offers many very inexpensive
martial arts courses.
But just as we can be
liberated enough to help oursp.!v~s, we can also be intelligent enough to realize that
men can help us too. As fM as
I'm concerned, ODlyfanatica1
feminists would assert that
women can do without men, just
as only fanatical male
chauvinists would ray that men
can do without women Most
women want equality, which
involves giving and taking to
achieve balance, rather than
superiority, which involves only
taking to achieve dominance.
Some people may think me
old-fashioned, but here goes: I
still believe that women have a
tendency b be comforters and
men to be protectors. And I
don't think a woman should be
too proud or too stubborD.~o
accept the protection of a man
when it is practical and advisable that she should do ~.
Just as traveling with a large
group of women can reduce the
odds of one or more 01 them
getting raped, so can traveling
with one or more men. lIiext
time a male friend offers to
walk or drive you borne from
somewhere at night\ think of the
practicality. and· aaIety 01 his..
offer and please aCcept it! You
might be saving yoo.rself from
the terror and emotional and
physical pain of rape that way.
One more thing. I think the
Daily Egyptian bas the important responsibility of helping
to make its readers (both male
and female) more aware of the
intolerable number of rapes or
attempted rapes that occur in
carbOlldaIe so often. Instead of
giving rape stories the
obligatory few inches of space
inside the paper, why not place
them prominently on the front
page, or give them more space
inside the paper? That way,
even those people " .0 tend to
skim quickly through the DE
will s~ the stories, and all
readers will realize that the DE
considers the high incidence of
rape in Carbondale serious
enough to pay attention to.

-., J'.
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:lPCFilms
TONIGHT
Christopher Reeve in ...
A young playwright falls in love with the
portrait of an actress whc lived and worked
70 years before. In his obsession, he tran.,.,wrts
himself back in time to meet her and hlS
destiny. A lush romcntic tale with Jane Seymour
& Christopher Plummer.

7&9p.m.

$1.50

'"m

Wednescloy Woody AII.n'. STARDUST MEMORIES 7 &
Thursday A SHOT IN THE DARK w/P.t.r Sellen 7 : tpm'
& lat. TOOTS" - 'rltlay I. 'Rllat I.Nlght 7 & tpm
SuIMkiy KAGEMUSHA Jpm only
Stud.nt c.nt., Auditorium

'rI.
.

Stair Pboto by Neville Loberg

.

Joe BoasaD, WiIUaaa

Lee Goiden

and Richard Sterbaa peri;.-rm at the Du Quoin State Fair.

~

SPECIAL

B.]. Thoma!J, Oak Ridge Boys Family Pasta Nights
provide evening of family fun
I\"on.TlIe· Wed
sinr~' the popular songs wbich
make them famous.
Boys and their band
seemed undaunted by the hot
liIhts and the bugs attracted by
them, although at ~.t
singer Joe Boosall qui
, "I
feel like I'm stan IDg in

bel

i'rum the mOlDeDt tbey took
tile stage SOliday DiPt, The Oak
the audieDce

IU:tge Boys bad

~ aDd siDIiDI aJoDg.
Their il4!riormanc:e was aD
........ialeclimu fcIr "Family
Day" at tile Du QuaiD Stale
Fair. JDdeed, it,... pec!pIe 01 aU
qes who Ooc:ted to the graOOto enjoy tile award-

sir_
wiDIIinI

1MJUp.

c:ountry4Gdt siDgiJII
.

WArllliDlupforTbe Boys was
B.I_

n..-., - -

popular in

the 1.,... ". sudi hits as
"R.aiadrqJa (Keep FaWn' On
My a-i)" and ''Hooked on a
Feeling." Tbe crowd ... ftI'Y

receptive to Tbomas' performance al bis hits, iDcludirg
"Rock and RoD Lullabye," "Old
Fashioned Love,"'~
Done Somebody Wrong Song'
and "Any Kind al Love."
Thomas hadn't cbanged a bit
since the "lOs; be had the sam~
sboulder-leogth hair and the
same deep, rich voice. He put on
a fme show, but it was The Oak
RidQe Boys who packed the
stadium and who everyone W3S
waiting to heM.
And The Boys, who received a
Grammy Award in 1982 for The
Best Country Perl(>rmance b} a
Duo or Group, livt.'<I up to their
reputation
or
great
shOwmanship as they entertained the crowds at the Ou
Quein Fair for the second yeo!'
in a row.
It was evident that The Oak
Ridge! Boys enjoyed what they
were
d(ling
as
they
energeticrJJy bounced around
on the stage, harm~!riously

somebody'. garbage - I think
it'. my cologne!" The
st.agebaada quickly sprayed the
!tap with bug spray, .nd The
Boy. JokiDIIy sana aDd dodged
the fumes simultaneously
during their next BOnI.
. Like a lot of country per10I'IDeI'S, the.Oak ftq&e.Boys
began their music cneer
singing gospel songs. But it was
aftert&elrswitch toCOUDtry and
COUDtry-rock in the middle of
the 1970K that the four gained
prominent recognition.
III addition to their Grammy,
The Boys have won a series of
awards including "Vocal Group
of the Year" by both the
Country Music Association and
the Academy of ,:ountry Music.
Their most recent bit, "A Love
SonQ" from their "American
Made" LP, rose to the top of the
country charts this summer.
They started off the st.ow
singing a medley of some of
tiJeir hits, including "Sail
Away." "Come On In" and
"You're The One." The crowd
went wild every time Richard
Sterban belted out one of his
notorious bass parts in a song.

The crowd cheered as The
Oak Ridge Boys crooned
"ThaDk God for Kids." "Settin'
Fancy ~ree" and "Dream On."
three ot their popular slow
~ngs. Applause rang out during
the performance of The Roy!;'

September 14

more upbeat hits, including
"Y'al) Come Back Saloon,"
"Heart on the Line (Operator,
Operator>," "American Made"
and "Dig a Little Deeper in the
Well."

4·&PM
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Salad-Plzza-Pastil

But, as expected, the real
show-stopper 'T.;l$ "Elvira,"
whicb was a hit on both the
Country and Pop charts. The
crowd was OIl its feet, singing
alOlll to the chorus -Dd echoir.g
the baa parts of Sterban.

Adult.-t2."
11."

Ch~ldr&n.
!~4-10)

Following the fInal number,

1,........

"Bobbie Sue, t> the crowd was on
its feet once again, clapping,
cheering and even throwing
Dowen; to The Oak Ridge Boys
to show appreciation for the
evening of good family fun.

I

....7818

MIM8III CAUONDAU IINIOII emUN PLAN

Ach'Uitgl
$1.00 PER PERSON
Wednesday-Sunday
STAYING ALIVE
and

SHAWH~_

Achtungl
TRAILS

Offers You
Ger_an MIlitary Surplus

48 HOURS
50""·.19 Southern Fried
ChICken and Catfish Dinners
in the Conces!ion Stand

New U.S. Items
Como Berets
)ungle Hots
Marine Cops
Army &
Mor;"e T-Shirts
G.I.·O,'g9Ies
Como Pants
Corg~ POnlS

original
GerlT'.:Jr
Army Cargo
faligue
pants. 6
pockets.
dra N·string
cuff. used.
in good
conc::ii:1r1,

Shawnee Trall:J
(Next to OuatiOS)
222 Freeman

ass!. sizes,
For immediate
delivery. Pan Is
shown here are
bluused to show
b.)()'s. Item IG I 005

$6.95 or 2/$11.00.

Radical lyrics, upbeat "egg[le
featured on new UB40album
8y Liz l\lyen

Staff Writer
When UB40 formed in 1978 in
Birmingham, Engl;md, oone of
the band members could play
the instrument they had
selected.

• ' The- group- bas come up with
radical lyriCS, which ap. conveyed in upbeat reggae, ac·
centuated with tight, sa.c;sy
saxophone playing.

... From SIU Employees Credit Union.
No Better Place 10 Borrow.
No Better Place To Save.

~1Jt.,

Although the album is
definitely dance music, the
message of UB40 should not be
overshr.tdowed by their powerful
musical ability. Their lyrics
bite at some of Britain's most
serious problems - poverty and
unemp!oyment.

Brian Travers on saxophone
and Norman Hassan on
tromhon~ make the music
frt'sh, wiia a light jazz influenc:e
which may f,tart a new trend In
the I'<!ggae movement.

AD Seab $1 50 Rush Hour Show

OnlY'
FHS

N~lttToShowTlm.lndl(afC!

RushHo.uShow

~
(5,15 RHS) HS,,"IS '

"Don't Do The Crime ... If
You Can't Do The Time" is an
enjoyable dance tune that
provides a lighthearted look at
I.uming away from a life of
crime,

~ ",\1

Photography by "Rip" Stokes
and Andrew Leach and
watercolon by Celine Chu will
be featured in Art AUey \JO the
second Door of the Student
Center Sept. 6 through 30.
The exhibit is sponsored by
the Student Center Craft Shop
the Student Progra.nraing
Council Fine Arts Committee.
There will be an opening
reception Tuesday night in the
Art Alley.

"One In Ten," initially
released on "Present Arms," a
Protests toward the military
DEP
international
label expressed in "Present Arms"
release, is a mastE'rfuUy mixed and grievances toward the
cut of throbbing bass and en· government in "King" display
chanting sax work that the band's more radical ~.ance
examines the state of being a on life in England.
-number on a list, or as UB40
says, "a statistical reminder ot
"King:" a re-mitt from the:
a world that doesn't care."
recorded single released while.
.
.
"
UB40 t('ured witll,;the Prete~
The haur.bng Iyncs of One ders in 1980, shows its reggae:
In, Ten" r!lfers. to the unem· influences with its prominenl'
~
plo>,ment Imes In E~gland\ to _ "dub" sound effects.
which all of the band IS famdar
..
:::
with in lieu of ~e fact that ea.clt; '. -On "1'''180-1983,'' UB40 giveS
meI!Jcer was Without work prl,?r their Cans more than they eX!:
ta;blrUI of tile band. Even their pectt'd for their first domestic:
~robaJ>lT.
nahle. UB40, was :hosen from.,#.releh:..e an~1!i'1
the reference 1J1.I:n~r on B!l.:.~.:bei:ome more"~·-'~,..~s~:
u~mployment benefit card .. ~ ..'l of this alb\:i'm ' .• UieiE c~n~
Ali and RobiJi:' ~Campbell's:-- tour' .irl':111e:trrtmrC:!tlftes:;
vocals are stron.,( and clearly'.' ~~( \I ca.dS no\t..bAW!.JQ:h.4nce.
distingu.shable. setting UB4(J' .. to..enJOY ~e~;tm4Q;.
apart from traditional reggae . \fIll hopefullY'" 1'I!tl'lVe the ex~
music, but the horn sections on posure they deserve.
this release are perhaps the
LP's greatest asset.

".l..0

Take Charge With. " .

a~ld

They must have learned fast
because their inexperience
doesn't affect the hi·tech reggae
sound they now produce
UB40's "1980-1983" is the
band's first release in the U.s.
On this LP, the eight-man b'3ild
combines
their previous
English hit single work from
two import albums, "Signing
orr' and "Present Arms," with
some material never before
released.

Art Alley exhibit
open8 Tuesday

SPC VIDEO

t..L-------

P.O,A.

A documentary
when Punks had Guts-·
Starring:
The Sex Pistols
The Clash
Generation X
Iggy Pop
The Dead Boys

Tonlght.Thun
& Sat
7&9pm

$1.00
4th, Floor Video
.. ~u~g.

~T.... thrun"""f6·nD@:Il.75\.~OO

Jlluhdmra
•

r...."thruThv,./5.e5f.tl1S) 800

1217 '::oisost Main St.
C'lrbondaJe, IL

sIU

457-3595

EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION

Laser Photo and Art Print Sale
Prices as low'as $2None, higher iluin $251

.

NEW It,US', YEAR: LASER TRAVEL
~'"
POSTER'
;' ~TS:A~.P.FRA..\ES AVAILABLE

_.. ' .. : Last Week-Clos'~ out Sale

.,'. througlJ. ~r.idaYcl0am-6pm
----"'--"-. Redttced Rates!
Hall of Fame 'Square-~tudent Center

Sponsored by SPC Fine A Tt8 & the Student Center Craft Shop

--CampusBrieisl' U B L I C
R E LA TI 0 N S
Student Society of Americll will
hold its first meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the Mississippi
Room.

OFFICIALS FOR intramural
floor hockey will meet from 5 to
6 p.m. Tuesday in the Golf
Room.

The English Department will be
giving out free llaperba( k
dictionaries as supplies last.
LA LECHE League wlil meet
at 7:SC p.rn. Tuesday at 404 N.
Smith St(t Carbondale. Ti.c

~Ulilbean~~~e'j~s~e:reba~l
fo~ation

PARTICIPANTS IN the intramural sports badminton
singles tournament may
register by 11 p.m. Tuesday at
the Recreatio. Center Information Desk. A $1 fee per
participant is required.
BETA ALPHA Psi, an accounting honorary frarernity, is
having a new member night at
5:30 p.m. Tuesday in ~ehn 18.
CERTIFIED SCUBA divers
may participate in Scuba
Nights from 5 to 9 p.m. every
. Tuesday in the north diving well
of the Recreation Center
swimming pool. Participants
should bring their own gear. No
registration is needed.
AUDITIONS
FOR
"Dimensions" , a minority
affairs program on Channel 8,
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Communications 1046.
SPC TRAVEL and Recreation
committee will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday in Activity Room D.
SOUTHERN
THRUSTER.~
Disc Golf Club w'J] have a
membership and organizational
meeting at 4 p.m. Tuesday at
the Recreation Center disc golf
course. Best shot will be played.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
of Airport Ex~tives will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday in Tech A
214.
PI
SIGMA
Epj]on,
professional co-educational
fraternity, specializing in
selling, marketing and sales
management, will have a
general meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in Lawson 221.

WORKS OF art by Doris
Templemeyer are heing shown
from 8:30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. now
through Sept. 30 at the Carbondale Park District. Hickory
Lodge, 111S W. Sycamore.
DONUTS AND coffee will be
served at the opening reception
of the writing center from 9 to 11
a.m. Wednesday in Faner 227S.

is available at 4S'l-

5566.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB will
have an organizational meeting
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Recreation Center Conference
Room.

Special of the month

~.

STUDENT AGRICULTURAL
Advisory Council will host a
watermelon festival at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in the School of
Agriculture 209 to inform new
agriculture students (f activities an·j opportunitief

na~i!~al SI~e~~h Gsac1er:::e
honorary, will meet at noon
Wednesday in Lingle Hall
Green Room. Students unable to
attend may leave their name,
phone number .and affiliation in
the mailhox ,·il Lingle 128.
SAILBOARD CLINICS are
being held at the Campus Lake
Boat Dock and boards are
available for individual use on
Campus Lake. Lessons will be
on Fridays and Saturdays, 10
a.m. to noon, B.nd Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays 3 to 5
p.m. Sept. 1 through Oct. IS.
Registration open through Oct.
13 at the CampI.s Lake Boat
Dock or l>y calling 453-2076.
Make reservations two days in
advance of lessons. Sailboards
are available to all sm
students, faculty-staff, alumni
and Community Use Pass
hf'11ers. More information is
dvailable at 536-5531 or at the
Campus Lake Boat Dock.
ALPHA KAPPA Psi, the
professional business fraternity, will hold pledge instructions at 6 p.m. Tuesday in
the Thebes Room and at 6 p.m.
Monday in the Mississippi
Room.

65~

I

Fall Bowling Leagues
Now Being Formed
For fun relaxation as well as the competitive challenge
and social aspects, form a team and Sign up early. Openings available in Men (4 man) and mixed (2 men-2 women)
teams. Rolling at 6:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., Sunday thru
Thursday. Leagues start the week of Sept. 11.
Pick up a team entry blank at the
Student Center Lanes.
Sponsored by
Student Center Recreation
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Today's puzzle
ACROSS

1 Captu.es
5Uplor10 Midlan king
' .. FIallMUCe
15 CPA's lOb
18 Midterm
17T••lblazer

19
20
21
23

Highway
Stat.
Tum.

MINI-COURSES
Fall '83

56 Respites
60 Bo!,,;;.. ~
81 Br.sk'
&I ~me'ce

ess...olUS

88EJo-AIHkIlfl

go_nor
87~

89 Flatfish

....... Fonda • -..IHc: Dance

Puzzle answers
are on Page 13.

DOWN

T.lICk

1 California
valley
2 Sorry word
3 Gambles
34 Cupid
.. PIoner
35 BIg cal
5 Lagging
37 "Idar· Scot
8 GallOp
38 Color
7 Augmenl
39 To a tee
II CoffIn sland
.. , TChrs'gp. o' 9 Stanzas
• 10 Mend
11 WIly but
.... Mantle.
12 Roast
lo~
13 Singer Ed "50! backs
18 M •. Mac.. 7 Maket ...in
Murray
22 Yonder

Date

Course

88 Supply

tehaclules
28G"'I(\"er

M.W.F 3:30-4:30
T. Th3:3IJ..5:00
MOfI7:3IJ..8:30
T.,. 7:00-9:00
T. Th 7:00-8:30
6:00-8:00
Sun 1:00-1:50
Sun 1:00-1:50
Sun 2: 15-3:00
M. W 6:00-7:30
T.,.6:00-9:00
W..... :3IJ..5:30or
Sot 2:00-3:00 or
Sun 4:0005=00
T.,. 7:00-9:00
7:00-8:30

W'"

27 Two-plened
300..... herllld

},::='

·,h4~~=1yIe
52 NuHlfies

2 .. Spud
25 City type

27 Timeworn
28 Insect staga
29 DIgnity

31 M'ICInasa
32 BuHd
33 Reptile
36 GacIg81
39 Pul dOW'"

James 52 LuncII spot
53 & e _

54 " - but tile
!lr.~ ... "
55 Openin9

57 Slarch
58 01 a periOd
40 Wlthoullaws 59 "A~'ICI
.... Records
lang - "
A6 Langu,sh
62 Oil-yielding
48 Electric unil
lree
..9 Aclor
83 Sell: Fr

35mmCamera
• Iag!lWIlng GuI,,".
IIkycIe Ma""-'ance and Touring
Knlffing few hgI;,nen

W'"

indian COGkery
C-.ottonal Japarwse
~'-' Sign Language for legln.....

~

Introduction to Oemoctatk ~101I....

$7.00
$5,00
$5.00
$5,00
$5.00
FRH

FREf
RlEf
RlEf
'14,00
....00
.... 00
$3.00

FREf

TBA

Crochellngfew~

Cost

Tue 4:00-5:00
Tva 5:30-6:30
T. Th7:3IJ..9:f»
Thu 7:00-9:00
T... 7:00-9:00
Wed 7:00-8:30
MOfI6:00-7:30

$2.00

•. ~OO:I
$01,00
.... 00

FREf
FREE

:IF(
Sign up for all classes in the SPC
. Office. 3Td floor of the Student Center
CI"sses begin Sept. 12.

€S'1Pti..\J1 Sp"rts (CJ1Ur
Old RI. 13 Eo.' (840hind.he Moll) 5:1'1·Al5S

Mixed Coupl ••
Leagues Now Fornllng
Tu.sday & Sunday
Nights

.. NOw'

....

Save $25;
on 14K gold College Rings.

~~,'

Com. In crCaIl- 529-4155

~;li;

't., . . .

j.-:----.J..

GREATER IMPE.'lSONATORS
,ir bInd cDnten
at E-"Ight Ipm-11 pm
• 1 st PRIZE-JUICY STEfiKS'
.2 nd PRllE';Urecit Gin CertlflcCltt.· -.
• 3rd PRIZE-Enterhlnment PClSS..
Sign-Up Today at the SPC
OHice. 3rd floor Student Center

~

~~,.
Now's the time to think a.bout
your college ring. Not lust any

ELECTRIC (JUffAIl

~ '-

~_

DATE

Sept. ~ept. 9

TIME

9am-4:30pm

PLACE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

' nng-a 14K Gold College Ring from
ArtCarved. The kc.rat gold jewelry
that's d~slgned and handcrafted for
lastirg value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordaole than you
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 ThiS oJer is for a limited time
only, so come in and see aTI the great .ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice. the way you want it. 50 graduate
In style Graduate to gold l
DepoSit AeQuiled

y,u Ill" H , /l,ck
Ir /l,11 Stir!
. . . . . . ,.

......

-..4

.-.J

.......
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Businesslnan sees yogurt shop
'"is first part of a Dlojor chain

TRIATHOLON
SATURDAY, SEPT. 10, 1983 8AM
AT TOUCH OF NATURE MAIN ENTRANCE

By Dan Devine

.1.0K SWIM

Staff Writer

.6.2 K RUN

Bob Jansen said he brought
his first business into the world
"completely
blindfolded",
perhaps a bit recklessly, and
with no clear understanding of
how much capital was needed to
finance the operation.
But r.ow. more than a year
later, the Cultured Creams
Yogurt shop has climbed out of
its crib and taken its first tottering steps toward selfsufficiency.
Jansen, an SIU-C graduate
student. estimates that he has
recouped 10 to 20 percent of his
original investment already
("which is very good") and
feels confident enough of survival to indulge in some long.
range planning.
He can already envision the
day when his one little shop,
which specializes
in selling
yogurt
cones, sundaes
and

SPONSORED BY: INTRAMURAL RECREATION
SPORTS & TOUCH OF NATURE
ENTRY FORMS AT SIUC STUDENT REC. CTR, OR
CAll 536-5531 ,
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shakes. becomes a major chain
of stores.
"You have to takes risks," he
said Sunday iniront of his "tore.
located just north of Arnold's
Market on U.S. Highway 51.
Frozen yogurt. most of it from
fresh rather than frozen fruit, is
the base for almost all the
store's stock. Jansen said he
knows of no other business in
Southern Illinois with a similar

li~~~~~ts.

"I've always had a desire for

.
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Bob Jansen of Cultured Creamll Yogurt shop mixes one of his

~?;;~~~~i~ft:~~~ess h~ust :!~~ sp~lalties.
through investments. It's not
possible really to rely on just
one source of income."
By investments. Jansen
doesn, mean putting money in
the bank and waiting for the
'mterest payments.

FEE:
$5.00/PERSON

.13.0 K BIKE

Jansen's travails in Financing
the purchase of the store gave
him his first lesson in owning a
business.
"The first thing I learned was
the aspect of capital and the
need for capital." he said. "My

get ~~~~~i~rdol~~. ~[r w~~
Instead, the 25·year-old almost reckless."
aspiring enterpreneur risked
With some fortuitous help
everything after noticing th~ from on'? investor, Jansen
yogurt shop last summer. He survived his first brush with
was especially taken with the failure. He said in the future he
uniqueness of the operation and would have to be more cautious,
briefly considered building a expecially in making financial
similar shop in Carbondale estimates.
proper. before he found that the
In the months to follow
Jansen, who is working for his
store was up fer sale.
Jansen ~ventual1y needed masters in ousiness ad·
almost $14.000 to take over the ministration, learned more
business. He raised it by things.
''I've probably lear ..o!d more
creating a limited partnernship
with 12 other investors. by this summer about small
borrowing from the former businesses than I ever could
owner. by refinancing his home, have learned in my masters
by creative financing and by program," he said. "I was
borrowing money on his ex· going into the industry com·
tensive collection of credit pletely blind. There's been a lot
cards.
of learning. If I go irl<v business
He gained a contro11mr, in- again, I'll be much wiser."
terest in the shop in August of
Pricing was the second cour.;e
1962, and after a winter of in small business - "realpl'anning, he reopened the,......-busineeS' in April.
See YOGURT. Page 11

Dav·ls A,uto
Center
•
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Cedar Creek Rd. 549-3675
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Most American Cars

MUFFLERS

ah~!'du~:t '::;:' t~i~~iJo

Alignment

.. Tires

Computer Balance $14.00

$19.95

STEEL lUTED RADIALS

• Complete

PISS 8OR.13
PI65 BORI3
P175 7S·13
P18S;7SR·'4
Pl95 7SR·14

Muffler and

Tailpipe
Service
• Fair Prices
• Fast Service

P105 7SR I.

* plus installation
*most American cars

OI'K Brokes

Sro\ce,

S39.95

$89.95

e 4 Fuli Tread

PEERLESS

PIPE
BENDING

Drum & 0."

fron1

$39.95

Battery

CUSTOM

$12.95

Broke Special

.cO·month 22F

'40.47
'41.61
143.06

'44 .. ,
1"'.00
'49.00
"1.00
"2.00
"2.00
"3.00
"S.OO
" ••00

Plys

0/ Polyester
eWhitew"lIs

I
,

SIte
A7B·'3
878·,3
C78·'.
E79·' •
F7a·, •
G7B·'4
fi7a·,.
G7B·,S
fil8·IS
L78·'S

Coot
Ul.oo
U2.OO
$3.1.00
U4.OO
US.OO
'36.00
U ••OO I

:~:::
'41.00
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.JQUOR MARTS

AD GOOD AT THE FOllOWING CARBONDALE LIQUOR MARTS

*OpenHouse

.AND
.~

SPC sponsors hundreds oj
events annually for the
students of SIU-C, including
concerts, films, parents' day,
arts & crafts exhibits, miniclasses, video presentations.

LIQUOR

performance. and more.
COM! SIll WHAT WI ARI~U ABOUf·~·
.!' o;e.

Tommorow 3-5pm SN ofJice"lo

3rd/loor Student Center

•

LIQUOR MART
457-2721

WAll & WALNUT
EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

109 N. WASHINGTON

549-5202

Drive-up Window

p-'·······'-··-,·-SHOP SMART COUPON--I•••••••,.----,

tnps,.peaker~co1.reehoU8e

"'~

MART

,t.
..'!

.-.. ~~..... ~~~!S program min, to.r Stu~~~~
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Women"s Services plans ·workshops.
headed by Prane. The basic
idea behind the workshop, she
said, is that although divorce is
a' crisis, people can pass
through the different stages and
still come out with a positive
outlook. Prane said the
workshop will deal with common divorc~ issues such as
dealing with an ex-spouse,
rebuilding self-esteem, coping
with loneliness and redeveloping an identity.
"The workshop deals with a
whole run of things people
experier.~e, but from a single
perspedive," Prane said.
Prane, who is in her second
year at tlJe center, said the
workshops are designed to be
more than just a lecture. but
WIll provide an atmosphere
where audience members may
participate in the discussions.
"In other words, they'U be

B,· Dave Saelens
Slaff Writer

"Creative Divorce" is the
first of nine workshops
Women's Services will sponsor
this fall for students and
residents of the Carbondale
art'a.
Beginning Wednesday, the
workshops will bE- presented in
the Quigley Hall lounge every
Wednesday lor nint' weeks, with
each sessioJ' starting at noon
and running about two hours.
Tht' workshops will be conductt'd bv staffers from
Women's Services, the CounselinI'! Ct'nter, tl:e Student
Wellness Center. and qualified
individuals from the Car·
bondale area. according to Sally
Prane, staff member of the
Women's Center
"Creative Divorce" will be

YOGURT,
from Page 10

generic

expected to talk," she said.
Prane ,;aid they expect about
30 to 40 people to attend each
workshop, depeooing on the
topic being presented.
"We offer these workshops to
reach people who are not aware
of our services," she added.

copies "~~
"'u.s,tHOm

not a lot of flash ... just great copies.

Topics such as "Date Rape: A
Too Common Occurrence,"
"Sexual Harassment: Are You
the Teachers Pet'!" and "Role
Models: Who Are You Modeling
and Who's Modeling You"" are
a few of the workshops to be
offered.

457-2223

• woodstove~" fireplace inserts
• wood furnaces

One workshop titled "Women,
Feelings and Food," scheduled
to be presented Sept. 14. will
deal with problem eating
patterns in women and ways to
assess and work with eating
attitudes and habits.

2 day.. only:
Friday, Sept. 9; Saturday, Sept. 1
Car'xmdaie
529.5700

"I've had turnover like any
other fast food operation," he
said. "Once I lost the entire
staff within a few days."
Betwf"t'n the Cultured Creams
Yogurt Shop and his job at 7,:1
Bookstore I where he works as a
buyt'r). Janst'n puts in a, least
90 hours a week. He said ht'
works from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30
p.m. six days a week and takt's
it easy on Sunday, working only
part of the day. Jar' en is also
trying to do work in one class. a
SOI}-Ievel management class for
his master's degree.
"It's difficult," ht' said. "I'm
without question at my limit.
Since April I've pushed myself
to the limit I do what's
necessary to keep the business
going.
"Pt'ople
have
more
capabilities than they think.
I've Just become more efficient
with my time."
Jansen got somt' 01 his
training in time-ma!'lagement
and business thinking ~:-om his
degree in philosophy. He said it
helped him develop a critical
and analytical way of thinking.
"It's probably helped-1J1e
more than my business
degree," he said.
With his ambitions of
operating a major chain of
yogurt shops, Jansen may see
himself as becoming the Ray
Kroc of frozen yogurt shops. But
most of the time his ambitions
are more modest.
'I think I'm going to survive
the year," he said. "Next year
can only be better. I'm pretty

optimistic about long-term
ilUl'Vival.
.
..

'.

30 to 50% OFF
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Don'8Jewett
107 N. Park Ave.
~
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Herrin
400 S. illinois
Carbondale'
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•
Tomorrow we're gOing
to change the way you
think about hairstyling.

world" stylt:
·'It's very easy to underprice
your product," he said. "I
started doing that early."
In his hours at the shop this
summer he said he picked up
other routine, practical bits of
knowledge - how to handle
supplies, advertising.
budgeting, employeemanagement relations.
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Illinois Open Meetings Act
hinders council, member says
By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer

Carbondale City Council
members are hindered by an
Illinois public meetings law that
keeps councilmen from doing
thdr jobs effectively, Counc;)man Patrick Kelley says.
The Ullnois Open Meetings
Act was enacted 25 years ago to
ensure that public business
would be conducted in the open.
The law was strengthened in
1981 to require that when froe
majority of a quorum of public
body discusses public business,
the public must be notified and
allowed to attend.
But the law can cause
problems fur small groups such
as the Carbondale City Council,
Kelley told a journalism class
last Tu£:sday. In the case of the
five-member Carbondale
council. three members mClke
up a quorum and can conduct
business and the law prohibits
two council members from
consulting each other about
issues before the COUilCiJ, except
during council meetings.
'That is a severe problem of
the act," Kelley said.
KI:'Uev. who was elected in
April to a four· year term on the
council, said that he would like
the City Council to adopt an
aml:'ndml:'nt to change the
definition of thl:' quorum to four.
but "for the time being at least.
I'm not going to push actively
for this." he said.
Kcll('v said the amendment is
a 'haslc good government issue
that I strongly support." but the
timing for such action is
critic,,!. he said.
":'II~' view is to put this on the
back burner." he said,
The application of the law to
two citv council members
"curtails a basic political
funelion .' Kelley. an SIU--C law
p~"tf'ss(lr, said.
A ro:itlcian does three things.
acconiing to Kelley: he counts
to see who is on wttich side of <In
is"u{' ar'd tries to persu:;cie
.:.pponmts to join his side, then
he n:ilkes compromises with the
competmg view.
'"It's verv difficult. if not
impossible to do that at a public
mef'ting," Kelley said.

"The put>lic interest i~ denied matters, consideration of real
by elected representatives not property, and litigation being
being able to do what elected taken against or by the body,
representatives are elected to
do," he said.
These closed meetings are
covered by two p;!ltection.:; for
The quality of discu.·~sion at the public, Kelley said. No final
open meetings is adversely action can be takerl in a closed
affected because council session and minutes must be
members don't know where the kept open to the public. he said.
others are standillg, and i' they
know where they might now
Kelley stressed that he does
bow why. Kelley said.
not apprl'Ve Of "closed door"
politics.
"It's just very, "~ry alf£jcult," he said.
"It is a significant evil. It d0'!5
happen and it has happened in
Another discussion problem the past," he said.
results from Carbondale'l; city
The open meetings act
manager format because the
city manager is not a member ou~aws the practice, Kelley
of the council and ca!'! confer said. However, he believes it is
with council members, Kelley "unfortLnate" that the act
limits small bodies, and that
said.
was "~nintended" by the law,
"He can count. persuade and according to Kelley.
compromise bllt the City
No act is perfectly self,
r:ouncil members" can't" he
said, '''Anybody but t)," elected enforcing, Kellpy said, The act
representatives of the people "requires the responsibility of
the members of the public body
can be politicians."
to follow to the letter of the law
to
enforce it." and he said
Kelley said thert! a~e three
exceptiom. to the opelT meetings Carbondale's ··blue·ribbon"
council
does that.
act that commonly apply to
local government when they are
"I
do
think the council is an
allowed to go into a closed
session: certain personnel excell~nt one." he said.
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Frame Kit
.
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North 1lii000S ar'd the railroad)
Hours. 9:00 to 5:3() 1VaJ,·$at,
Sunday 12 to 5 Phme 549-1741
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/~:;~1 SOFT 'FROZEN YOGU

b·~:: j

in a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream-olU5 the good things of yogurt
HIgh in taste. low in f'JI Natural fruil flavors
Famous DIInrlOl quality.

·
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NIELSON
Professional

The most ('!lP1Plete stock of natural

: 4pm-6pm
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SIU-C graduate
state field director
for Mondale bid
William R. Tapella. a 1981
graduate of SIU--C, was appointed ~tate-wide field director
in New Hampshire for the
Mondale far President Committee.
Tapella was Rep. Paul
Simon's campaign manager in
1983 and the Southern Illinois
district coordinator for the
Carter-Mondale ('ampaign in
1980.

"I feel v'!ry fortunate not only

~ i: ~~~nt~o~~Pf!:~%a~U~

believe is truly concerned with
the problems of all Americans,"
he said.
Tapella's parents, William
and Pat Tapella, live in Herrin.

This is
no cheap
pizza!

III.

Oh, sure. we could cut
down 0' the size, use
arhftC,a' cheese. skImp
on Ihe Iterrs and then sell
It two lor one. But we
just don't believe In doing
bUSiness that way
For over 20 years, we've
oeen making the best
PIZza we know how. and
we've been delivering It
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us. tonight.

r-----~~------------·--,
11.00 off any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza
bpi... , 12131/83

Fast, ~.... Delivery
616 E. Walnut
East Gate Plaza

Phone: 457~776

ODe" 11am-38m
d8ily

.. Ii. Touch Of CI..."
,....... ....... ~

~tt.

.........

- t y....... t y -

7. W. M.ln earbofMlol.
54'·1510 "':.~~.
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ScieIltists believe extincitions
occur on 26 million year cycle
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mass
extinctions among living
creatures occur about every 26
million years. and the cause
may corne from space rather
than as a result of evolution on
Earth. two University of
Chicago scientists say.
Challenging the accepted
theorv that nresent life forms
evolv~ gradually and steadily,
the professors argue that the
"evolutionary dock" may be
reset periodically with
drastic consequences.
Their findings were published
in Sunday's editions of the Los
Angeles Times.
Such occurrences as the death
of dinosaurs about 65 million
years ago appear to be part of a
cycle of annihilations, said
Professor David M. Raup,
chairman of geophysical
sciences, and Professor J. John
Sepkoski Jr.
"Palellntologists and
evolutionary biologists have
been absolutely locked into a
dogma of gradualism (slow,
constant change), but this is
changing very rapidly," Raup
said.
The professors presented
their findings at a recent conference at N<>rthern Arizona
University. The statistical
analyses are being checked by
mathematicians and may be
presented in a paper for the
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences this fall,
Raup said.
Sorting through ma~~ of
data, the professors calculated
that 10 times in the past 250
million years disasters killed off
400 to 2,000 species, or 25 percent to 90 percent of the life on
earth.
The timetable averages out to
about one extinction every 26
million years, putting the next
event in about 15 million years.
Normally, evolution
eliminates 200 to 300 species
over the course of a million
years.
"It hasn't been fashionable to
look for cydes," said Rat.:p. "it
has been thought that mas"
extin~tions were a
highly
complex !'~t of interactions that
ought to be random in time."

increased intergalactic gravity
or other, unknown factors.
The change, the professors
say, could ha~'e caused
catastrophic changes on Earth,
such as the time 91 million
years ago when the world's
oe'~ans became depleted of
oxygen over a relatively quick
50,000 years.
That event, which killed off
great numbers of marine life
forms, could have been caused
by a huge influx of fresh water
released from melting glaciers
for unknown reasons, said
University
of
Colorado
Professor Erie Kauffman, a
paleobitll~ist.

Such an influx would affect
the salinity. oxygen content and
temperature of the water.
A thP.Ory propost'd in 1921 by
UC-8erkeley scientists Luis and
Walter Alvarez, a father and

son team, eOlltends that a large
meteorite may have hit Earth
about 65 million years ago.
altering the climate by
throwing up a shroud of dust
that blocked sunlight and led to
the extinction of the dinosaurs.
"Are species going along just
Cine and then, zap!, something
hits them at ~ million years
and they're done for?" said
Professor David Jab!-:;'l.:Ikl of
the University of Arizona. "Or
are changes - some good, some
bad - always occurring in
species, and then there's an
impact or something from
outside
Earth
and
the
evolutionary process is accelerated?
"If Raup and Sepkoski are
correct about this 26 miIlionyear period, what it could mean
to the evolution and survival of
species is that from time to
time, all bets are off."

"'10ooaara

etllropraC!iC

Dr. Brian E. Woodard
CHIROPRACTOR
OFFICE (618)529-4646
After H"urs Emergency
16181457·8776

lZc

Hours [3y Appointment
604 Eastgare Drove
P.O. Box 3424
Carbondale,lIl1no.s62901

SIU HIII.I Foundation
JrewI8h Student Organization

*

invites members of the SIU Jewis" community to
offend

High Holy Day Servle. .
Rosh H.shonah ................ Wed •• Sept. 7, 5:45pm
Yom Klppur-~ol Nldre hrvlc.
Fri., Sept. 1., 5:45pm

Ballroom A, Student Center
SIU Students may aMend additional services on s.pt. 8th.
9th and 17th at Temple Beth Jacob. Infor ...ation and rides
are available.

To explain the theoretic cycle,
Raup suggested that the sun
somehow "backfires" every 26
million years, although no
eVidence has been iound to
indicate this happens.
Another theory is that the
solar system swings through
one of the Milky Way galaxy's
denser spiral arms, and is af
fected by other stars, dust,
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Get down to business faster.
With the B&35.
If there's 00" t' thmg ['·.lsim:ss
srudents havt: dh'ays needed,
this is It: an affordable, husiness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instrumtnts
BA-H, the 5ruden: BUSlnt.'ss
Analyst.
Its huilt-on huslness
fom;ulas It.'t '1,.1.! perf01,..
comphcated finance,
accounting and stati~tlCal
functions - the ones that
usualJ', require a lot of time
and a stack of reference l><.oks,
like preser.( and fl'~L1re valut'

calculations, ammti.anons
A powerful comhonation.
and I">alloon payments.
Thmk husineSlo. Wid,
Tht' BA-3S means VlIU
the BA- lS Srudent ~
spend le'~ time calcul~tlng,
Business Analyst.
l
and more time learnm~. Ont.'
key>trnke takes the plact.'
of many.
The calculator IS Just ran INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the packagt.'. Y(,U ab." gt.'t
and services for )'lIU.
a hook that follows most
hu~mt.'ss courses: the Bu.mw~5
Analys! Guidebook. BUSIf".'H
pr,lessors helped us write .t.
to help you get th.: m(l~( out
of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS
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·.Oasailled InformatloiJ lUtes
.15 Word Minimum

Must see $3300. Jay, 529-3286.
B2268Aa15

m~~u';"I~~~ eent. per word
1'tio D.y ....-. ema per word,

I

~~. Small

monthly

pa~mr:j

w~~e'::na~~ 0.y_7 cents ,_

All Classified AdvertisiM, must

~~~?,: ~.-S~T d

FURNISHED 1-2 BEDROOMS.

:~~ :g;t?:,~i:rebe!r~;f:~~
2288AaJ6

1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP.
Custom Deluxe. PS, PB, tilt,
~~lShell, extras. '17~?3

The OaDy ElIYptlan cannot be
respon.lble for more than one
d.y's Incorrect Ialenlon, Ad·
vertllerl .re re.~on.lble for

Motorcycl. .
~
~~II~rS\~!fie

=.

=~I=
n:v~t;:::t~ :..~
advertiser whldl I_ea &hI! VaJH

after 4:00p.m. 549-8439.

1998Acll

!::::t./f
o~·:t :~tP~·;:u!:i YAMARA 'IT 250.
l:: Has head and tail
your ad, c.1I ~t1 before IZ:OI
_
for cauceilaUon In the nnl

'~i'5

of the .dvertllement will lie ad.

Bou~

day" Islue.

new in

SMITH DODGE LATE summer

~~"1~~P~:'f;;'s~.:!ta b~

~ri':~rwc~~~~~!i"ft~~~~

bike 250 ce, l'J75 Honda 550 ce will!

the rate applicable for the number
of insertions it ap~rs. There will
:f~~ bio a~o:!dlUt°ena~~I'~r~!

~iiJ~~9l~~~~aJg~~c~~
~r: ;;~1::;~4n~:r;:12H~~ctrf;:~~

neg:::gar!d~~~:

g~()~~:l~5s~ext

musi be
paid in advance exc::;,f for th~_
accounts with established credit.:

to

Unk~~X~~

, 74 YAN.AHA 500 excellent con·
dition. Many extras, need money.
MustseJl, best offer. 529-1~~18

FOR SALE

NEW ONE BEDROOM apartment,
aU electric, water and trash pick·
~~~~~:i. 011 beautiful =~78

2053 after 5 pm.

2125.

day's publication.

~~;~"a~;:d6':rttress), ~2

CARBONDALE. EXTRA NICE
1!171 Eden, 12 wide, .kirted "
strapped, 2 bedrooms, air,
woodflurner, applianees, large

RENT TO OWN part of

, , SPIDER WED ... BUY and se
used furniture anrl antiques. South
on Old 51. 54~1782.
b2259Af30

=.=~ve lot. Pets OKi~i
)'Our

rent

~~~e~r;~Ja:eh~=r !i~~

air. dishwasher, 529-3563. 1893Ae21

FOR SALE: CHEAP reasonable

ru~~sre~rt~s~~~ife~~
condition. Call 457-2459.

1917Ae21

:="ti'ni =:tet!'a~,Y~tUJe~W:

~~ !:!~~ =g~~otia~Il"!i9

1980 14:DiO. Und~ilUled, central
air, all electric. Moving, must sell.
$10,000. 549-1686.
2146Ae17
1967, 12x55 TWO bedroom. $3000 or

1976 HONDA 750,

=:ri:~~ t~~::'''.''''st~~g~~

c:~:,I!a, =,~~~.p~~~

CAMBRIA.
ROOMS furnished.
t95
includes utilities. Available
:t25~th. No pets. Refer~~al4
3

2271IAfls

20-25 PERCENT OFr' All Danskin

~~.rdsD~:I~gr1::;'it1:, ttr,'

T-S, 10-5.

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apt. 504 S. Rawlings. Available

B2272Af15

::~;,a~~~~ month~~

l-BEDROOM APT. Close to
campus, furnished. includes heat.
hot water, $225. evenings, 54~3762.
2282BalS

I

For Anything Of
Gold Or :iilver
Col ... J . . . .lry-CIa. . .I ..... U(.

J&J (01,.123 S. 1114S7-t131

.1

BETA VCR RENTAL. Carbondale Video Films, 1182 East

~

new tireS, ~

YAMAD'A CR~ RECE(V!:R 45
w.p.c.~.C,all5»2637. 2190Agt5

SlCU •• TY PA'I1'cOLLiD

A,., 1.;ULIVISION

PARK TOWN APTS

• RENTAL
SALES
REPAIIf
t.V. RtNTAL$otIWEEK
SALE 01':' ALL NEW ZENITHS .

~~~2

USED COlOR T.V. 'S FOR SALE
$160.00 UP

GSSSO Katana. Excellent·con·
dition. Must sell~ t5Hi370 after
SPIn.
221BACI3.

T~'Rt~,R';

FREE ESTIMATES

715 S; InlNOIS .WE, -

457·7. .
Dear Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and hos leorned thot T, V.
and Stereo Repairs need not
be expensive nor time-consuming.
Free Estimates.
Same-Day·Service and High
Tech KnOWledge permit me
to make repoir~ for less. Like
thot someone. Call: 549-5936
And save.

1975 V W. RABBIT. Excellent
condition. $1,650. 529-2273. weekdays.
2193Aa15
1975 CHEVY MONZA. . great
condition j 4-spd., 262 engine VB, 20 "
mpg. 2·ar., $1300 obo, 529-5675
belor~ Ilam or after Spin. 2186Aa15

I

, 73 AUSTIN MARINA, 4 door,
automatic, am-fm cassette, 30
mpg. $600. 549-l1168.
2163Aa13

Cam.ra

call 529-1289.

NIKON FM 3SMM. Like New.
Standard Lens &. flash included.
$250 or best offer. 54~8556. 2100Aj12

2209Aa13

1980 DATSUN 200SX. Light blue,
automatic. air, am-fm caS!*!tte,

~ ~:'i!~t :f~~:I~~~~_g>I~dltlon.

B&.W ENLARGER,
THREE
Lenses, dryer, papers, deyelopin§

2233Aa19

~~~iti~n~S?'20~~i.~/li ~jf4

MUSTANG. 1980. Four speed four
cylinder. Extra sha:J,' Low

~W~'~er~~. best f:i9~

Sporting Goods

'69 CHEVY -C-IO ~ton, standard

~~~~~~:ft~~~~r,~~,

!'WIN SIZE TRUNDLE bed and
stereo Phonofaph with built in

1973 AMBASSADOR, 71,xxx mi:es,

~it~~ve:::J~ ~~irg~·

~J!~i:l!:::r ~~~~i~j~a'~~

~fi. °s~gftra~~~~~~3,30~t
GREAT STUDFNT CAR. 1972
Honda Civic. New.ster~JL250
O. B. O.. 529-3472.
=Aa15

Woodruff Services
457·3321
Now to .ing Fa" and Spring cop1roch
for efficiencies. I bedroom and 2 bed
rOOm apt. 3 bloc:k. from Campus. No
pPf1..

GI.n Williams. hntal.
510 S. Unl_ralty
457-7941 549·2454
Now Renting for Fall ond Spring.
EHiciencies ond , bedroom apts. No
pets. laundry focilities .

Hou•••

~~~~Es~~~~X:r~s,

1979 ARROW GT. 40,2.00 miles
:..lr rc;.;er brakes. new tires. Musl

CAII\I()NOALE

Perfect 'or motu.. prof...lono!.
800+ sq. h. In Q 2 bedr ....... oport·
.....t. Air. CZIfPOII*I. patio 0< b<-.lc:ony
11I'IC9*. Lighted. off·str_t parking.
leparof. lockabl. Itorog.. cabl.
TV. lOC:a1ed behind Carbondal.
Clinic. S3S0/mo. Now .how_ng.

..,......1...
(2 blkl. from CampuI)
5165••_11....
349-2454 457-7941

1978 ACCORD. METALLIC blue,
42.000 miles. $3300. 1976 VW
Rabbit. Air. stereo, no rust. $1890.
549-8426.
2183Aa13

CHEVELLE.
AM-FM
~ssette, $800. 457-2245 aft~i4

available.
All with Private Both,
A/C. and Kitchen Foe.
Newly Remadelee
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credit.
Call 529-17·'i

~~.(behind Universi7~~

~.=:,~llent~~~

1973

COUNTRY PARK MANOR
EFF-$135
I·Bed. $160
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 day contracts also

EI.ctronlCl

shield, and seat. Custom paWtHd
pipes, lots of chrome_. Low

MOT~ttiYLE

~MZ: ar:~~)s:;tl,. ~~li~:;;

~~~a K~::j:JlI1~~,f l~
2398.

INSTANT CASH

212OAe15

~~~:cis"~~&.~~Ks. R~:Bal1~

SL.A UGHTER

10x50 NEWLY REMODELED
wilh large bay window, un-

457·~.

CARTERVD..LE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS. Furnished,
water paid. SIlO·month. Im-

2277AflS

GRAIN-FED

~A;~~~~~~~'HP£~gf
~~:!ico.~:;;'~~~~~ s~~rs,

OJItion to buy.

~tg5~M~. t'1&1 m~~,;

LIGHTWEIGHT ROLLS
WHEELCHAIR. Barely used.
Calt $675 when new. 1-833-2283.

~:iJi:~~~'tleU~~hr~Jr!~

SUZUKI TSI85 1~1 ·a..OOfI,miln-.
ExceJlct. condition, .Jike.-new S8IIO
or b~toffer. Lea)l'e lllUPe aad
phooe liumber at 54a-l823. 2267Acl3
i: -: ,

2249Af14

~~:~~a~~~ha~:~n ~~~

1983 HONDA 650 Nighthawk. milat
condition, case guards, low mile&,
2155AcI3

"

~e~~~x~1fe:i~ftl:, ch~~~nt~

NICE TABLE FOR sale. Around
$40. Call Melody at529-2877 after
5:30 pm.
?257Af13

$2300. 457-2355.

country, 5750. Phone, 529-~Aa 15

.

~ ~~~: $~:~' .!,~ia~:'

19'72 COUGAR CONVERTmLE,

~::~= ~~t~~e::Xt ~;.:
~t~~~~nO:~~iD~

."'-'

·Apartmentl
~;dr~e~~re I

CU;AN, QUIET, ONE bedroom
apartment.
Available
im·
~4~ely. One or two peoftliiiBC~

cellen! condition, reasonably
priced. 529-1580 before 7:30am,
81ter &pm.
2283Aa12

eena

I FOR REt'T

2182Afl3

GALICENO HORSE 14.2 hands.

-1972 TOYOTA MARK- n.--'E'x-

per word. per day.

7551.

and four dairs, $50, anJ twin bed

Also Pioneer Component car
stereo. 942-536$.
2112AaI2

~;! 8::.. ~~deeu O.yt-f ceaa

FULL SIZE MATTRESS and

::~~f~'~h~h$44JG~~1~7~

1979 VW RABBIT, nms and looks

Cii. 6~n: ~.IOW228rrf::i;

~oer

dathree or Four D.yll-8 cent •. per

pe'!."'.e::a. ~rM:;. O.,-s

LAKEWOOD PARK. NEAR Crab
I Orchard
Lake. Trailer and lot. S500

ALTO PASS,
LOVELY 3
bedroom frame home, fireplace,
2OxiO out buildingj chain link
fence, l00x170 lot ana ~uch more.
893-?<IOO, 893-2340 anytune or 536;575 v,reekdays.
BI832Ad22

SMITH CORONA ELECTRIC
portable typewriter model 2200.
$200 firm, 529-2106. alter S ~?'38An2

NICE REMOiJEL~D .HOME.
Full basement on or..: lCre!n Anna.
~~~~eJk.~~ed lor q-.1~~~

~~r~~~~nes. $6~i~~g3

USED COUC.H. MURPH)'SBOn.O.
Good condition. Pla:d, con-

GARRARD (40 MKD) 1.'UR.N·
TABLE $15; extra fll'II\ .klDgslze
5 MILES CAMPUS, 3 bedroom 2
~~ :oeJ~!~nt~~~:~~~ci
,
bath~: fami,ly room., sun~rcb.
state t.-w tv $45; and patio SIzed
, lIi..r. ush. swun. $92,000. 6fsllrd23
weed-eater ,$12, 529-1379'. 2189AfJ5

IMMACULATE
FOUR
BEDROCM house. Large back
yard. Lot~ of trees. Enclosed front
porch, v~mfortable. Close to
~~~:
isIk.-d No ~~rfb~
NICE THaEE BEDROOM house.
Nine mor.th lease. $300. 405 East
Snyder. ClosetoRec. 529-1~BbI2
EXTREMELY LARGE. NICE 2
bedrooms. L~e yard, carpet. a<,

77~~~:n surrotm~~4

1980 HOB IE CAT 16' sailboat.
Excellent condition, some extras.
$2100. 549-l11.1,5 after 5 p.m
Bl862Ak21

~~sg~~~o~~~~~~r2
~'4 ~1~re~'J~1 ~~~~1~~~~'£

MUllcal

~~ington. 684-5917, 45~~~ii'~

thret: bedroom house at 41S S.

FLAM~~';CO GUITAR LESSONS!
Experieoced performer teaches all

~:~ ~5t~I~: ~nee~~~r::sc~~rrco~~

3-BR VERY NICE house w-ae.
Ideal fer couple or twn Deople.
Close to campus. 702 W. Walriut.
$4OO-mo. Call after 4 pm'J~r~~~i5

LesPilUl copy and B(.ss BF-2
flanger. 529-1544.
1807An15

~~~it. ~:&~l58tt::~5i~O.

I :~~~~2~}~~~~~:"a\!:nRo~
Call 6874960.

1796An20

REHEARSAL STUDIOS FOR
rent, discount musical sales. 7lii s.

~~R~:~ ,,~, ~~~~~udios,
2OB:!An2S

MURPHYSBORO.
2·BDR ..
CARPORT, yard, re'rigerator.
plus
21ilSb12
M~KAN~A'~O

house, $200, 684-6274.

BEDROOM
B2199Bb28

I

House.

CARBONDALE. 8 MILES rural. 2 \

~~?~~~s. e~;Pe;.:f~~e;~. t~~h
provided. 549-3850).

2214Bbl3 I

CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES
Small 2 bedrooms. $175. Ap·
~liances. carpet. Natural ~as
~denls welcome Hurg1~B~~:i

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Completely furnished, ideal for
Heat water trash pickup and lawn
main'tenance included In rent of
SI75-montn. Available Now! Also
tahkoinneg f5a4911.61691m2. °5n4t9h'3) OC02onatrfatecrtss'
P
pm
B2245Bc3Q
.

.

KING'S INN MOTEL.

Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

double's

II

.)..,

bseYlother

,

II

.
.
SUBLEAS.E. ROOM WAS S~17 fMjr ~
!'l0nth. WID rent for S110. vall· I
594-3719.
2221Bdl2

I

1

I

~g:~ .htiIi'i~o~~u~~o~e~;c~~

area

529.1539

I

I

caao-AU. 50utMm HoopItolity

atW......... ..........-I.CaIl457·
3321 for pcM' choIw of 3 - . . - .
oIr conditioned mobile """- at
SouthoIm 01' Mal........... 135-$110/

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to
share nice two bedroom trailer,
f~.:,~;t~~ utilitie21s.64Be
Nic e
12

MD. ................ .........

TOO NIC:!!; FOR Carbondale. 1
Bdrm. aVu.dble in 3 Bdrm. house.
Spacious living areas w-fif.eP.lace,
wood floors, JiO!ch, large kitchen

............

THREE & FOUR
BEDROOM

~-clif.w=.r.

NOw'A..I .....

$390

529·1539
MoIIII.Ho.....

Come

lee

a

multi·

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
LaNe IeCluded COUDtry boule 11
mU. from c:amJIUI.... ~th, 1\0
leue, wood ....1. homewnat _ t
~ _ o U r preferred..

•.SorryNaP"'~
..... CamtNs

SHARE TWO BEDROOM witb
IfMt male roommate. CION to
cam..... SUkaoabl CaIl . .III55.
1Il1BeJ.3

a:

crises is a must. Send nsume to:
JCCMHC,

604 E.

Coll~e,

~~~~u!:n9-t=l.

449. ~urphysboro. Illinois 62966.
2280C14

D. J
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Contemporary Dance format
Experienced applicants only

~~P~~t~~~i~S=t ~~~al~P~
549-5223.

2287C13

MARKET
RESEARCH
IN·
TERVIEWERS.
Marketing
students or those interested in
marketing research spend a

~~~e~t dale~~~~~t pr~~~~o~t

Flexible day, evening hrs. WIll
train. 1·985-2666.
2290C15
SMOKERS WANTED. IF you
smoke Marlboro, Winston, Camel,
Raleigh, Viceroy or any other filter
cigarette and are interested in
partiCipating in a market research

ci~r;r~~~catXl~~.f°iafg:

Car·

B=:SS

CASE COORDINATOR COUNSELOR. To provide cue coor-

~=::csa~~C:~~an~

their families in an outpatient
mental health center settin,.

t~~~~~~:-:~rex~en:

working with the cbemically

ac:=

~r.t~~o,;,~ert

~8e~

.....11
.1 & 2 Bedroom Anchor.t
.Nic.I, ~ I c:ar,.ted
E - . SaYing & Underpinned

Emilloyer. APP!ic:atiOllS
untD '-11-13. Send resume to:

~,~r:~~~E.
BZIIOICI3

~,~~~~~t aDd

.-.wl ~Fad'"'• Natural Gas
• Hie. Quiet & Clean Setfln8 .

21'-.BeU

Far_ ............... ., .. _

....... ..,. . . . - . . . . . .

ROOIIIIA'I1!:WANTBD. llALl:or

....

.......
....... ..:....~-

........ Nice

lUdI_..-.

........L.......

_..

in

vices in ~uired and a master's is
preferred. Extensive work experience with youth and familim-in

WANTED FOR 2·BEDROOM
Trailer, available immediate~.
Ma bu
21458e17

~!;;a=~~=~5:!iS~~1 ~~g~~~~k.a~=,

VERY NEAR CAMPUS,
6bedroom fumiBbed house with 2
battls: Will rent by group or room.
~~~:' pets or wa~i;

agencies

~~~~i~:raegre:~grg~~tin

2 BEDROOM TRAILER
GOOD CONDITION

108 BLEYER DRIVE. 3 bedroom

Ilclien~tisl·fl·AcaICOtl·ohOnlismBoCao~dn.

•
•
Bachelors
degree in
social
services2
or
allied health
field
desired.
years experience in either in·
patient or outpatient substance
abuse program. Competitive
salary ana excellent benefit

NEAR CA~.P:US.FOR Men and ~ &~~:s,ea~f~!:~~~~~~ii~~~
Women .. Uttlltles Included. Shown
to'St Mary's Hospital Human
•." !I!J:lO..!!'t~!lt. ~hone,.54~~ . -~our...e Dept:, "400 N. Pleasant,
Centralia. IL62801. F.. O. E.
MURPHYSBORO.
S75.00-month.
B227OCI5
one-fifth utilities. Call 687-2498 I COMMUNITY WORKER TO
after 5:00 p.m.
2262B<i15
provide individual, family and
group outreach counseling ser-

$130

THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
or unfurnished. Close to sm. $420.
529-1539.
B2244Bb30

baCk yard, K'!5.00 mo., 529-3544l.
222'7Bb15

~~ week. Dailv maid

1 service...
. ,',a utI B1707Bd18
Itles >ur·
nished.0.;811549-4013.

457.4422

~::::iin~~. ~!~I~ ~:fj:c~~

825 East

:~n,~~~bo.n~l::e~~ ~.~:
I '

ROY AL RENTALS
Apartments
Mobile Homes

I DATA INPUT CLERK Tern·
porary part time. Math apptitude
~a'r~:;:~ o~~ir(~h~o~ia ~~~=~~r I and typing ~eferred Local
Certification or certifi~ eliaible
~:'t~~~:r~~F. ~:lt~PPOortu~i

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUN·
SELOR. Psychiatric unit has an

Rooms

~~f~ o;l:ru~, ~~~~~/~:t':i;ll?

..........

~.

Nortllaide.

....U

ROOIOIATB WANTED:

=:.... .

--_._
._M-.........

N1c&

.....Giut~8Iad1Up.R
Inc
(;alllpll; . . . . ..

~:....
=--=:--=.=&=..... :.=~! ~~
........ e;L..u
IIALE, FEIIALB WAN'l'BD fD
CAIiBIlIA J'UIlNlSHED ONE

t:r*=-~~
Water aDd tran f:Jld. P.t.
~':.:m~ble

11iZ

=~ea.,~.~r:;

~=:OJ~~~B2l728cll

1824.

CARBONDALE. 2 MILES North. 2
bedroom.. Car~t. air, un-

~:~=.~~t~a~l&~·

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

~~tosbare,Cbeap~~

OIICOMI.Y

..... proo»dura; ...... abre.t of

_............................... ...

RN • OB DEPARTMENT. St .
Joseph Memorial HospitaL 6843156, ext. 286.
B217OCl5

If you cIon't Ilk. tt-,

hav. more

I

5ft..1..2
52t-JiM
~=:;;;:::::::::;:;;:-;::::;=~I

FREE BUS
TO SIU
• Laundromat

~:~~~~~~2?~th 'W~t;

!

I

• CABLEVISION
-lor 2 baths
.2 or 3 bedrooms
• $145-$360

FRONT AND REAR bedroom.
Two full baths and cent!'!!1 air.
Water
sewage, lawn care
~~i&ee~' No pets. 549·04~h~~2

TWO BEDROOM TRAILER.
~~.a-i:,nopets. Lease~

HElP WANHO(

law, .... ather In+arrnatIon relative

303 S. ForMI. «15 s.
«15 w. CherTy
3-bedntom: «III W. Chenv.
..........: ow. 0ak.5IN 5. Hop
406 CherTy Court

51. close te campus, Roxanne
M. H. P. 549-4077.
2223Bc14

FALL. CLOSE TO campus, extra
nice. 2·bedroom, furnished,
private setting. &19-4808. 2240Bc29

......... procedu.... and twttfl.
_
far hiring dKioIano; ........
Ina ____ .........., poIIcI.

to AAlEEO ....Iati_; Informl. .
the mrn~ community of pertlnenl
current Information; re.olvlng
complaints; coIlecti... _luotI ...
..... ddtrlbutl.. employment dato;

Col...,.
a.v.roe..

w.

*,

~_.""v~~.
MOIlLf
OMES

Onlyof2Cam.,....
mil..
North

s~~..

- ,
~
_

. "5M OUT OI",row Ad

/HWY 51 NOftTK

~_ _~_..;54..;9,;.-3000~_.... I

1....

and campllance

p.m.

W.

call,

l"

Major _ _ of ..........lbIIlty Inc/vde: reviewing recrul_1 and

4-t.droom: 2!2 Hoepital Dr .• 809

pets. $185 ::1i:~

REAL NICE. 12x65, fully furnished, air and carpet. 1'0'.2 miles
~~~~pus. No pets. 457-7639.

Nice

=~iliJ=.K~~a~7=2261BI15
~:~

'01' ••11
...... a... toa.npu.

~ona~:.~r<:M2 t~~d
Univerai\Q lia!\. 6 blocks from.
NO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom.
furnished, AC, gas heat, new
drapes, storm winCiows, '0'.2 mile
from campus. Rea) clean. 549-3190.
2202Bc15

the Unlye..
.apotdeI.

Dupl....
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX

Now ._flng

$UIO.

Close to Rec: Center.

Nine month lease. bOO. 529-1368.
Bl931Bc12

0

~ 0pp0rtunIty/Afflm..
..... ActIon ..,...... far faculty.
.toff..... ltucMnts. The Officer
_Itswllll ........... the .....
.... an . . . . . NIoIIng to the I....
~ of F.d.nII .... S_
.~ .... .....,ratIaowanAIV
&0, and acts ... I. . . . _ _

~~~~~~~~':
m_ge.
2Z5S8elS

8:30·5:00 M-f
PRlQS STAIT AT .165

12][10,

~l oV'Wzk.~ 110 Bt7ee::;"

~~~.

2Z2SBe17

FEMALE GRAD '" ,.... boule.

,

~~e=:h':~
One~.

ACIIONOMCa
the ~ """-""'- AcIIDn
Officer report. directly te the
.........., ...... ,........forthe
...............t, c-..I...t .... and
..-.Ifortng of the ""'-sIty IquaI

~'lfWUti=~ &1Y :.~a;:,~

...

ca1!ted. anchored, ~~
OLDER ONE BEDROOM.

....,_nA..-a1lVl

FEMALE: 2-BED800M APT

MALI" VILLAGI
MO..LI HOMI PA.K
IOUTH&IAST
HWY 51 S. 1000 I.
PAIIKST.
CALL 529-4301

NICE TWO AND tbne bedroam

SMALL QUIET PARK.

=.T~:::.:.LI~

:.~fnlm~.~~

I

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Set your
own hours, sell Avon, call now.
Joan Shannon. 549-4622. B219EiC18

su~:::~;,:::::::::.c~",::

FOR A WOMAN. free rent and

perJ.nce. Sencllen.r 01 applicatic<l

~~ba~~~~~~~or ch~~ci5

=.""'~=~: m... refer·
Choir. ...,AHlrmative Action Officer

WAITRESSES,

~ad ..'\t~t~:~t::' ~~dr
ex~rienc:e

:=
~.::lIn!:A~Ue.Gatl~

poaitiOllS. Must be 11 yean of q:e
in ~D. Monda.

or older.

curren'ly

m•.

!tf;~i'i ~~ta:'or~onlf~~~

No

be

Desirable background. Include:
Knowledge of affirTllGlift action .....
equal employment appor'unl"
poIlcl.. , Iawo. and .... latIons III
_II III penon ...1 poIicl.. and pr"'"
r:edu ...; _Ible admlnistra!lve
e"perlenee;. and demonstrat.d
human relations ...

Write KME, ~ SR, ~ox 122,
Carbondale, IL
1.
2241C12

C:f:a~~ O:n~ob .!~':::~:~!~~

odvocate for pnotect.d g.....,...

perlence. Mu.t
....pl~ed at Slue.

EXTRA INCOME WEEKLY!
Attention Students: National
Company wants part-time Sales

part-time.

pllance ....Iews; and ~Ine III

Minimum qualifications: Master',
. . . . or equlval_1 relevant e"·

EXPERIENCED BICYCLIST TO
ride front of tandem, 30-60 mile
rid~s.
Monday·Thursday
prefm'ed. Saturday-8unday, OK.
Wages negotiable. 549-3987.
2205C13

BARTENDERS,

preparl . . and coordinating com·

Off~;:;:':..t

I

Anthony Halt 116

SOUthernllll.... Untv.nltr
Carbondale, illinois 62901

, _;••
:...
••-.-_
..........
- - -••_
_.....,....
_ _......

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED
BASSIST AVAILABLE.
EXPERIENCED bass plafer, for·
mally witb TALEA. ~ to join

~i~~l~l~~ive w~~f3
SERVICES OFFERED
DAVIS

CONSTRUCTION-

:.:r~T:~I!~:' ~::!~ ~

references, free estimates. 457·
8438.

0965E38

CAKES DECORA'lED: PER·
SONALIZED birthday and weddin£ cakes. All occasions. WiD
deliver. Call anytime. 529-3998.
1468E12
TYPING • THE OFFICE. 409
West Main Street. 549-3512. 1588E16
NEED A PAPER 'I)"ped'! IBM
Selectr'c, fast and accurate,
guaranteed 110 erron. reasonable
rates. 549-2258.
1645E17
CLOTHING
ALTERATIONS
.l!;XPERT seamstress.
Best
~ces. 1182 East Walnut (behind

M~~~~~Wida~~W-785~~~~~~i

NEED VISA? MASTERCARD?
Everyone eligible. f'l'es and

ret!fFs~ 1ft~o:n~::~lf..r· ~~~~
n 62966. (618)549-8217,

phy~ro.

evenmgs.

1775E20

PIIIONANT

_---

..II atlllM.1GHT

................
..
J49.27M

Free.........,cy_tl. .

..... .... "....I~
ft

....., ......

WANTED
BROKEN
AIRqlNDITIO.'<ERS or running. We
pIckup. Call 5Z:l-S290 for cdsh
1897F31
today.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL. AUTO
painted and vinyl top, $350. Paint
and top guaranteed. Body work
addirlona1. 457-8223 Mon-Fri, 8amspm.
1797E20

ENTERT A INMENT

Pope John Paul
restates support
of traditional views

Printing Plant

5C COPIES
--while-you-w8il-s~rvICe--

Associated Press Writer

• Thesis Copies . on
rag content paper·
6t overnight service

cleaned. Certified & Member of

VATICAN CITY (AP)
Acknowledging the views are

• Multi-page originals
must ~eed in
dr.;ument leeder

1741E20

~~ror:::dri; .~~~o~~~ l~h~I:~

DR.

By Victor L. Simpson

SOOT MAGIC Chimney

I

~W~~l:ice;o¥~~~n!~~~~

i

N. C. S. G. Carterville985-446S.

bishops today to proclaim
traditfonal church teaching on
sex and marriage and to withdraw support from any group
backing the ordination of
women to the priesthood.
The pope, receiving 23 U.S.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
bishops at his summer
UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE.
MEET THE CATHOLIC Church- residence at Castel Gandolfo
Expert tailoring and alterations,
basic information for ~rsons who south of Rome, firmly restated
::l'sle~~ j~0t:~~!:N~~~~
~jSh to conaider becoming church opposition to premarital
sex, homosexuality, contraception, divorce and aborS~, 828 G. E. Main, Cartion.
bondale, 549-1034.
1971E22
BECOMING CATHOLIC: A Faith
He called on bishops to
I
Journey. Process begins Sep- support the dignity of women
STOR-N-LOK
MINI
~t~~~ ~:JdO p.m. Ni~:ll, and to oppose discrimination
=~~n~~'sefr~t!ag;~1~
against them by reason of sex.
many sizes available, low monthly
COLLEGE CREDIT
But he said, "In this regard he
rates, For more info call, 529-1133.
(each bishop) must likewise
B1953E23
~~~~'W-~~.:if!:~u:~~Vi~~~ endeavor
to explain as cogently
Pbone: Panl Denise or Anita
B2058.113 as he can that the church's
bfs~::tatro~~,E~~ume;~~:p~~l Rosen. 453-2243.
teaching on the exclusion of
projects. etc.. <IBM electronic
AUCTIONS
SALE:;
women from priestly ordination
eqmpment>. Call 549-6226. 1978E22
is extraneous to tho issue of
TYPING
SERVICES
EXdiscrimination and that it is
PERIENCED in legal thesis ~
linked
rather to Christ's own
dissertation typing. Fast service, !
design for his priesthood.
accuracv guaranteed, reasonable "
"The
bishop must give proof
prices. !29-S379.
2098E12
of his pastoral ability and
THE HANDYMAN- PAINTING, I RIDERS WANTEO
leadership
by withdrawing all
glazing, plumbing, electrical,
•• THE STUDENT TRANSIT" support from individuals or

~ant ~~t!n:s~~~~~~AI~~~~~

ca~:~:rAn jgg!ira~e ~ra:~~:
~ality work. Reasonable rates.

Newm.c.;~~Jit~~~~:·

I

457-70t6.
2109E26
TYPING 90 CENTS
Free pape; & title page. &~~~e.
_ _ _ _ _2_133_E_l_2
B&B LANDSCAPING, AREA.
Home & ~::siness. Outdoor
malntenar.ce hauling
light
grading. sis-2im.
' 2!84E28;
KARIN'S. NOW OPENS at new
location between Little Grassy and
Ukes.
Devil's
Kitchen

~~,ti~~to~::!~t~cy=

breec:hes and~ackets. F""'ree piclrup
and delivery. hone 54~

t

Credit Courses

I

passion, or for any other alleged
reason, promote the ordination
of women to the priesthood."
During the "ad limina," or
periodic visits bishops make to
the Vatican every five years,
the pope raises issues he con1!!~!n:tr:na~pov:.·Wi ~~: siders of particular importance
457-4144
2144P51 in their country.
. "
Archbishop Patrick F. Flores
~E \. fHE STUDENT Trim-of San Antonio, Texas, one of
~~~w~':~~ !us~u5~:~':' the bishops at the audience, ~id
Chlalgoland. ~parts Fridays 2pI!lJ. the po~ want~ to addres;; all
<Labor D~v weekend retul'Ul. the topICS floatmg around m our
Monday). $4f1.7S roundt~p. Ticket. country."
~es outlet at,pS S. Umversityon
He said he knew of DO specific
The Island .529-1862. .2162Pl2 case in which a bishop had

~.

MPNA KAPPA 1'$/

AK'Y

WANTEl'

Compare Rates·

2206F18

r;a~' fe~~~~CaI~~r
If''~,cgr::~ ~g:m~Tua:s~

thru Sat.
Page

2279F15

I
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Sponsors
Men's, Women's and CoRee
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENTS
ELIGIBLE: All slue students with current student recreation fee
poid. All student spouses, faculty/staff and spouses with current
SRC Use Poss or with payment of S10.00 event entry fee.
CAPTAINS' MEETING: 4:30 pm Monday, September 12, SRC Rm. 158.
ENTR!~S IDlE.; by 11:00 pm September 12. LATE ENTRIES accepted
until 5:00 pm Tuesdoy, September 13, with $2.00 late fee.

ROSTERS ARI AVAILABLE AT THE SRC INFORMATION DESK,
··PARTICIPANTS WIU BE REQUIRED TO HAVE APPROPRIATE
SIU ID, USE CARD OR EVENT ENTRY TO PARTICIPATE IN
IACHGAMI.

~.I.LAnIGIN"Mond.y,"'t." ~A

-

-

--

-----

Friday fO:3Oam-l:3Opm. S29213SP12
CARBONDALE TO ST. Louis
$18.25; Carbondale to SpriJlBfleld,
n. $18.10; i:arbondale to Chicago
$31.70;
Carbondale
to

I

dianapolis.

Carbondale

1862.

Course Descriptions
atoll
ReligiOUS Centers
IIGISTIIATION

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS

606 S. Illinois

~r~~f::'ao:r:dan3~~h~~

\

~LD~=-~1i1ot~~~
Call collect, 31~-7161, In-

529-3115

prices

6pm;

SMILE

Ethics
Liturgy
Theoiogy
Scrlptur.
Spirituality

• Ali sales tax
i ncl uded in above

rct~Sv~~~t !s.I~i1~Jcl,~ rr~&es:,hOj~~ti~e on;mceo~~

f\:;\ ~
l TOlJA~

NIWMAII
LOYOLA

• Plain whild paper
copies -- other paper
at additional charge.

tbenplace
an ad
lntbe
D.E. Clauifleds-S36-3311
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::~:; aofgr~I:.:~e~~; ~:
priesthood but that the issue is a
subject of controversy in the
United States.
The pope said the "compassionate bishop" proclaims
the indissolubility of marriage
and the "incompatibility of
premarital sex and homosexual
activity with God's plan for
human love; at the same time,
with all his strength he will try
to assist those who are faced
with difficult moral choices.
"With equal compassion he
will proclaIm the doctrine of
Humanae Vitae and Familiaris
Consortio in its full beauty, not
passing over in silence the
unpopular truth that artificial
birth control is against God's
law," he said.

$39.50 :::::~~••••
Your prescription In clear glass
lenses '.Alith frame and case.
..... ,,-Day

Thin Soft L.n... Tak........ Trial
$125 Includes Everything
• Standard Thin B & L Soft Contact Lenses
• Eye Exam • Case • Thermal Sterilizer
• Solutions • Replacement

. . . . Day Optlca•••rvlc.
• We fill presa1ptions from any optometrist
or opthalmologlst
• Eyes examinee:! by Dr. Fred W. Wood, 0.0.
• Offer expires September 30, 1983.

VISION CENTER
114 N.III.

457.2814

Carbondale

--Health and Fitness Guide-Physica I Fitness
Aerobltone - Session I meets
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays Sept. 13 to 29.
Register at Recreation Center
Information Desk.
Dancerclse Open Session
Classes held Tuesday to Dec. 10
at following times in Recreation
Center: 3:30 4:30 p.m. Monday
and Wednesday, East PatioRoom 158; 5 to 6 p.m. Monday
and Friday, West Gym; noon to
1 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday,
West Gym; 11 a.m. to noon
Saturday, West Gym.
Shapin' Up - Workshop
meets 7 to 9 p.m. Sept. 13 in Golf
Room.
Sunset Joggers - Meets 6 to
7:30 p.m. Monday and Wednesday, Sept. 12 to Oct. 19 in
Golf Room and Track. Participants requested to come
dressed to jog.

Introduction to Tai Chi Chaun
- i 'articipants requested to
come dressed comfortably to
practice basic movements of
Chinese dance-exercise. Meets
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Monday in
Room 158 of Recreation Center.
Weekly Recreational Rides Rides for cyclists interested in
touring begin at 10 a.m. Sundays at Shryock Auditorium

~:~be~lU-fea~YC~r!es Cl~~

destinations south of Car·
bondale.
MIND-BODY -SPIRIT

A!~~:::S~UO~ th';:~~~i~k
group to meet 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Wednesdays in Missouri Room
of Student Center.
Stop Smoking - Program
meets 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays.
. 13 to Oct. 11. Register by
the Wellness Center, sa&-

4441.

Stress Management - Section 1 meets 3 to 5 p.m.
Tuesdays for three consecutive
weeks. Register by calling the
Wellness Center.
Weight Management Group
- Section 1 meets 3 t(l 5 p.m.
Thursdays for six consecutive
weeks, beginning Thursday.
Register by calling the Well ness
Center.
Women's Self-Defense - Tenweek class. Session 1 meets 6 to
Tuesdays. Session 2
meets 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturdays, Sept. 10 to Nov. 15.
Register at the first class.
9 p.m.

You can easily learn to:
-manage your stress
-relax your mind & body
-feel good
-improve concentration
-enhance self-awareness
Join the three-week Stress Management
Group. Starting today Sept. 6, 3-5pm.

Introduction to Yoga _
PartiCipants requested to bring
pad or blanket and wear loose
fitting clothing. Section 1 meets
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Mondays for
consecutive
weeks
five
beginning Monday. Register by
calling the Wellness Center.

Deaths in hospitals
from heart attacks
are undiagnosed

-+

+

By Sharon Cohen
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO - Despite advanced technology, almost half
the heart attacks occuring in
hospitalized patients are not
diagnosed before death - a
"surprisingly" low accuracy
rate thaI hasn't improved in 40
years, a new study suggests.
The study of 100 consecutive

~t~k~f :~~!':J-p~~v~:;~

diagnosis was not made in 47
percent of the cases.
Heart attack was the cause of
death in two-thirds of the victims. All the study cases were
patients who were hospitalized,
though :lot necessarily for heart
ailments.
Th(tugh the study, published
iT! FrIday's Journal of the
American Medical Association,
focused on just one hospital Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Memphis - the level of accuracy is ''presumed to be a
nationwide phenomena," said
Dr. Edwin Zarling, the report's
chief author.
"The failure to diagnose 47
percent of fatal
acute
myocardial infarctions was
appalling," the study said. It
noted the low accuracy level is
"particularly
disturbing"
because half of the cases were
treated by cardiologists.
Cardiologists, however, had
the highest level of correct
diagnosis among specialists 62 percent, the study said.
Zarling, now an assistant
professor of medicine at the
University of Illinois at
Chicago, said in a telephone
interview that the diagnostic
accuracy found in the study is
very similar to rates discovered
in research decades ago.
Although there have been
technological advances, Zarling
said, the rate of proller
diagnosis isn't improvlOg
because "heart attacks are
known to be difficult tn
diagnO€e."
The study focused on acute
heart attacks, defined by
Zarling as those common attacks that are diagnosed within
one month of occurence. They
are fatal about 20 percent of the
time, he said.
The
American
Heart
Association says 1.5 million
people suffer heart attacks each
year in the United States. Heart
attacks are the leading cause of
death in the nation - with
566,900 people expected to die
this year from attacks. .

No Cover
Hangar Hotline 549-1233

+++++

· an e n v e1Ope.justdoesn'tsayit.
Sometimes a letter
m
What's more, a letter never says anything back.
There's something about picking up the phone and
hearing your best friends voice the very next second,
long distance. You can give her the lowdown, get the
scoop, confide, complain, console-share every thingin the time it takes you to hunt down an envelope.
And a phone call has neither rain nor sleet nor dark
of njght to contend ,vith at the other end.

15ji§l
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Triathlon slated for Saturday
A public triatnlon sponsored
by SIU·C's Touch of Nature
Environmental Center and
Student Recreation Center is
slated for Sept. 10 at Touch of
Nature.
The triathlon. which is set to
begin at 8 a.m .. includes a one·
kilometer swim. a 6.f)..i ilometer

run and a 13-kilometer bicyclEfvenl.
Tou.:h of ;'o;ature is locateej
southeast of Carbondale near
Little Grassy Lake.
The $5 entry fee may he paid
at the Recreation Center. :\lorl'
information is available at ~):lfi

...................\
5531.
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Sta" Phoco by Neville Loberg
Car No. 99, driven by Dean Roper, was the wiIlningentry ill the USACraces at Du Quoin.

Decision to make early pit stop
wins stock car race for Roper
8y Joe Paschen
Staff Writer

In a stock event sanctioned by
the United States Auto Club and
Automobile Racers Club of
ATTl·!rica, like the lOO-mii" ~vent
Sunday afternoon at the Du
Quoin State Fairgrounds track,
drivers must make ::I man·
datory pit stop sometime during
the race.
USAC stock point·standings
leader Dean Roper decided to
take his early. It turned out to
be a wise decision.
The Fair Grove, Mo., native
won the first place prize money
c~ $3,900 with an average speed
of 90.101 miles per hour, over
the one-mile dirt oval. Roper's
victory, his third straight on
dirt, also added 250 points to his
series leading 870. putting him
370 points aheae! of runner·up
Butch Gamer, who finished
second at Du Quoin ~unday. The
WID literally assures noper his
third consecutive National
Stock Car Point Standings
Championship.
There is only one remaining
race on the series schedule, but
USAC official Dick Gordon said
there is always the chance of
more events being added to the
schedule, which is why USAC
does not offiCially announce a
champion until season's end.
Roper didn't seem to know or
care afterward if he had won
the point title and admitted to
not being a very good qualifier
after placing eleventh in the
starting field. "I don't care too
much for qualifying," he said
afterwards. ". don't seem to
race wep unless I'm being

chased or I'm
chasing
someone."
For the first 68 laps Roper's
white Grand Prix was involved
in the latter.
He stayed in the middle of the
opening field of 29 cars until his
crew told him over his radio his
left rear tire was smoking. It
turned out he had slapped into
the far railing, forcing his rear
bumper to rub against the tire.
Fortunately for Roper, a yenow
caution flag came out on lap
eight when Fred Zack's Chevy
spun out in turn three.
Roper took advantage of the
crawling field by pulling in to
have his bumper ripped off, tire
repaired and gas filled. With
renewed freshness, Roper tore
onto the track and smoothly
caught up to the leading five
cars by the middle of the 100 lap
race.
Pole-sitter Bobby Jacks led,
exc?pt for two laps, thrth!gh the
first 35 miles until defendi.~l
champion Rick O'Brien outdueled him for the lead. O'Bril!n
kept the lead until Jacks spun
into the far rail on lap 66, for·
cing another yenow flag. This is
when Roper's early pit stop
proved vital.
O'Brien and second·place·
running Butch Garner used this
yellow to take their mandatory
pit stops, while Roper moved
mto the lead. When the green
flag call'e out, sign~ling the
cars to bPgin racing ag.gin,
Roper roared out to a substantial lead, closely fonowed
by Joe Wallace's green Regal.
Wallace was a lap behind the
leaders and was attempting to

regain that lap by passing
Roper, while at the same time
providing an obstacle to Gamer
and O'Brien from taking a shot
at the leader. O'Brien spun into
the pits on lap 7B to lose his bid
for a win, but Garner couldn't
get past the stubborn Wallace.
"He was trying to keep at
getting his iap back," Garner
said of Wanace not letting him
by. "I'm not;:.ure what I'd do in
his position, but I wish he
would've let us go."
After it became evident
Wallace wouldn't let them go at
Roper, it became a dogfight
between Garner and Tom
Meinberg for second place.
Garner won that battle.
Meinberg fmished third ahead
of Wallace and O'Brien.
It turned out the top five poin~
stand ngs leaders finished one
through five at the fmish of
Sunday's stock race. Garner's
second place finish earned him
$2,400 and 210 points to move
him into second place in the
season's series point standings.
Meinberg conected $1,900 and
moved up to fourth place in the
point standings. Wallace won
$1,500 for fifth in total points,
and O'Brien took home $1,200 to
fall from second to third in the
point standings.

Next on the USAC stock
schedule later this fa I is a 40lap event over the ha If·r nile oval
at EI Doro in Ohio. If Roper
finishes at or near the top in this
race, he can start making more
room in his trophy case and in
his bank account.

Jaeger makes quarterfinals in Open
NEW YORK (AP) - Andrea
Jaeger recovered from a
sluggish start after PUttiOB on a
pair of sweat pants m 8IkIegree
heat and defeated Bonnie
Gadusek 4-6,6-2,6-1 Monday to
advance to the quarterfmais of
the United States Open Tennis
Championships.
Jaeger, the tournament's No.
3 seed, will meet fifth-seeded
Pam Shriver in the quarterfinals. Shriver advanced
with a 6-2, 6-2 victory over Lisa
Bonder.
The day's o~· match
paired two baseline players and
the first point of the first game
consumed seven minutes and
126 strokes before Gadusek's
shot fen beyond the backline,
gb mg Jaeger the point.
Glldusek went on to win the
set, and during the second set.
Jaeger ~J;pped into a pair oi
long, black pants and rallied .~
win the next two sets.
IShrh,er, a semifinalist iil this

tournament last year when she
upset her doubles partner,
Martina Navratilova, had an
easy time with the 17·year~ld
Bonder. Their match was

played on one of the outer courts
at the National Tennis Center,
while Gadusek and Jaeger were
battling on the stadium's center
court.
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Sigel takes second RUGBY, from
consecutit'e crown rage 20
were so exhaust~, and so was
in Arnaumr tourney Westt'rn, that we looked like old
GLENVIEW (AP) - Jav
Sigel will be 40 next year, and It
could rt'ally be a magic nllmber
for him.
The insuranct' broker from
Berywn, Pa., will be going for
his third straight U.S. Amateur
golf tiUe at Oak Tree Country
Club in Edmond. Okla.
If he succeeds, he will be the
first player to do so since the
tournament began in 1895.
On Sunday at the North Shl're
Country ClUb. Sigel became the
eighth player to win consecutive
championships and the 13th to
win more than once - putting
him with such company as Jack
Nicklaus. Lawson LitUe, Bobby
Jones, Chick Evans and Francis
Ouimet.
After crushing Chris Perry of
Edina. Minn.. the Big Ten
champion from Ohio State, 8
and 7, in Sunday's double round
finale, Sigel was asked about
winning again next year.
"To win it for the first time
was unbelievable," he said. "To
win it again is more unbelievable. It's eXCiting to think
I could do it :Iext year, but it's
:lsn ridj~u1ous."
Sigel hesitated for a moment.
"No, I'm not going to think
about it.... But there is no
reas!!D I couldn't do it.. .. I'm
pretty good when the heat's
on," he laUghed.
Sigel never trailed in
demolishing the erratic Perry,
and was 3-up after the morning
round by winning the 18th with a
seven-Coot par l'utt while his
opponent missed a five-footer.
"It was a critical hole. Lunch
sure tasted better," said Sigel.
After
munching
a
cheeseburger and telling his
wife, Betty. he was going to go
out and p:~y "aggressively
conservative," Sigel went 4-up
with a four-foot birdie putt on
the long 20th, then won four of
the last five holes on the front
nine, twice canning birdie putts

in~: r:-:::.sr~~f:~ the next
tWG holes hI pars, with Sigel
c1e;sing the match on the 29th as
holes ran out for Perry.
"Jay was in control the whole
day and played solid golf.. .. He
deserves to be champion," said
Perry. "I tried to make shots,
but it wasn't my day. I didn't
get a key putt to get me going.
When I made a 3O--footer JOr a
birdie deuce on the 8th in the
morning, he halves with a sixfoot putt.
"He has 18 years on me, and
with aU that experience and
ability, maybe I should have
had a handicap," Perry quipped.
Until Sigel overwhelmed
another collegian, David Tolley,
by the same 8 and 7 margin to
capture the 1982 crown, college
players had wen it 10 straight
years.
The average age of the eight
quarterfinalists this year was
22.9,

Shriver advance8
to quarterfinal8
NEW YORK (AP) - Fifthseeded Pam Shriver became
the rU'St player to advance to
the quarter-finals of the United
States Open tennis championships MOnday with a 6-2, 6-2
victory over Lisa Bonder,
Shnver, a semif'malist here
last yeo..... when she upset her
double!! partner, Martina
Navratilova, had an easy time
with the 17-year-old Bonder in.a
match played on one of the
outer courts at the National

ladies out there."
Despite the heat, the Salllki
white team beat the Western B
team 3-0. Junior Kevin
Reynolds did the only scoring
for the Sa!uk:s with a penalty
kick.
"He really powdered that
ball," McCurdy said.
Even though the ruggers have
lost RoDins, McCurdy is still
looking forward to an excellent
year.
"We really play. dwell,
despite the heat," McCurdy
said. "I think that winning our
first game will be the key to our
team's suucess this season.
"These games against
Western proved what we can do,
and what we can't. I'm looking
forward 10 practice Tuesday so
we cail g:'. o,-er everything, and
really tighten up as a rugby
squad."
The Saluki5 are making
arrangements to go the
Charleston this weekend for a
three team tournament against
Eastern Illinois and Illinois
StalL.

SISTERS, from Page 20
them does not exist. Thh. t
assertion is believable when one
speaks face to face with
Mal.:reen and Kathy Harney they possess amiable, likeable
personalities.
Coach Judy Auld will expect
more production from Maureen
this year than f:-om Kathy. Now
in her third season, Maureen ;3
still improving, according to
Auld.

Maureen. Alessandra Molinari
(32-12 at No.2 singles last year),
Mary Pat Kramer (32-13 and
GCAC finalist). Heidi Eastman
<GCAC champion at No. 4
singles, 24-16 win-loss mark)
and Stacy Sherman (GCAC
finalist) return to form the
nucleus of a solid lineup that
will be difficult to budge.
Amanda Allen, Kris Stauffer,

"Maureen is playing better
than she did last spring," said
Auld "She's moving the ball
around the court more and she
is becoming a more aggressive
player. I'm pretty pleased with
the way she's been playing."

r:::~:~;S;~i~W<"1

Good-natured off the coort,
Maureen turns into a fighter

~h:ra ~:~3~s ~~k~~~s :~~~

strated the ability to battle back
in matches where she finds
herself down. "You can never
count her out of a match," Auld
said.
Despite her success at No.6
singles, moving up in the Saluki
lineup will not be easy for

Suzanne Garoian, and Kathy
Harney will provide depth.
"This team's depth will be
one of our strongest assets,"
said Auld.
Adding d~Dth - the hard
(walk-on) way - is what Kathy
and Maureen will do quite wei:
for the defending GCAC
champion ten~is team.
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Get to the atlS\Vers faster.
With the1l-55-II.

-

•

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator: has.
Enter the TI-55-1l. with
112 poweJful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with theTl-55-1I,
because it~ preprogrammed

:;.'§'

to perform complex calculatiom - like definite integrals.
linear regression and hyperholics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitiYe
problems withciut re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calodator
Dedsion~Making

Smn-cfbook.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-1I even simpler,
and shows you how to use an
the power of the calculatm:.
Get to the answers faster:
Let a TI-55-JI
~;..

show you how.

~

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

Creating useful products
and services for you.
Tennis Center,
The seeded players' cakewalk
ertded abruptly Sunday with
three of them
Vitas
Gerulaitis, Steve Denton and
of
the tournament.
...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.1
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Sister duo making
sport a family matter
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

reach of the record until shl'
was told so, recently
"Oh. I don't even want to
Like her big sister Maureen. think about that," she said whl'n
Kathy Harney tries doing things informej of the record. "II
the hard way.
would be nice, sure. but I'm
Two years ago, Maureen more concerned with plaYing
Harney made the SIlJ-C one match at a time and win
women's tennis team as a frpsh: ning for the sake of our team .
man walk-on. Kathy has
As a freshman. Kathy is just
followed her sister from their concerned about finding a placl'
hometown of Peoria to the SIU· in the starting lineur.
e campus with the same thIDg "Kathy needs playing time."
in mind. She too will try to serve tennis Coach Judy Auld said of
and volley her way to a spot on the newcomer. "She needs tn
the defending champion GCAC concentrate and work on her
tennis team as a walk-on.
consistency. But I still anEarning a place on the 1983-84 ticipate that with more practice
tenr:is team will not be easy. she'll definitely be a factor"
The team won 25 matches and
Kathy, who traveled to thl'
lost nine last year. Although state high school tournament
number one singles player Lisa four straight years at Peoria
Warrem graduated. the rest of Bergan high school, needs to
the 1982-83 cast is back this improve her game at the coilege
year.
level.
Maureen was a key member
"I'm working on OJ\'
of that team, winning an im- overheads and volleys. and
pressive 39 singles matches trying to be more aggressive on
while losing eight en route to the court," Kathy said. Does
snaring
the
conference she receive any counsel from
championship at No. 6 singles. Maureen?
Her career record standS at
"Yes, she helps me out."
66-19. putt..lg her within striking Kathy said with a smile
distance of the all-time SIU "Maureen knows me wt'li
women's tennis record for wins enough that she can see when I
(74) and winning percentage need it .. And I appreciate any
<'779). Those marks belong to help I can get."
Sue Briggs-Krismanits. who
With these two sisters, there
captured two state cham- is no sibling rivalry. Although
pionships and a midwest each has enjoyed considerable
championship during her success in the game since the
career in 1975-78. Briggs- day their mo~her signed them
Krismanits set the wins and up for tennis Ie&.~ons through the
percentage marks in three Peoria park district, they said a
seasons, however.
competitive spirit between
Maureen said she was riot
even aware she was withm See SISTERS, Page 19
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Staff Pboto by Stepbea Keaaedy
Kadly Hamey. left. IlDd sister Maareea are makial die leanis team a family affair dIis year.

Fielders win opener,
thump rival BiUikens
By Jim Len
Staff Writer

The SIU-C field hockey squad
picked up its fourth straight
victory over S1. Louis in a 3-0
win in its season opener Monday.
The Salukls, who were
playing without starters Patty
Laut'r (sprained ankle l. left
inner. and Jennifer Bartley
( infection and high fever), right
wing. scored three goals within
14 minutes in the second half
after playing a scc>reless first
half.
"It was a slow first half, a
midfk:d game," Saluki Coach
Julee IUner said. "In the second
half. I felt we really put it
together."
With 2:14 gone in th~ second
half, left wing Sharon Leidy
scored the team's fir.;t goal.
I. ~idy, on the left side of the
goal, received the fJat-acro;;s
pass from Cindy Delfino. Leidy
then shot the ball into the net
before goalie Shelly Black could
recover.
Almost three minutes later,
Sue Solimine scored an
unassisted goal to give the
Salukis a 2-() lead.
Then, with 16:12 gone in the

half, Delfino rebounded her own
shot off of Black's goal pads and
scored the final goal of the
game.
Leidy felt the importance of
the game's first goal.
"We just needed the first goal
to get things going," Leidy said.
"Once we got one, I felt that we
were going to get more.
"We let down a little after the
goal, but it was more relaxed
like 'now we know we can do
it."·
IIlner predicted that her team
would not have one player doing
all the scoring.
"We ha-t balanced scoring
today, . which I believe will
continue through the season,"
Illner said.
The Salukis, although winning
the game, were not perfect. The
squad had 12 penalty corner
plays and could not score a goal
off the opportunities.
Illner said last week that the
team needed work on the corner
play, and her thoughts have not
strayed from the subject.
"I'm still not pleased with the
comers," said Illner, who now
has 190 wins against 71 losses
and 32 ties after starting her
15th season at SIU-C. "We only
got two good shots of( out of 12,

and none went in."
Stickwork and stopping the
ball are what need the most
improvement on that play,
IIlner said.
"We can't speed up our hits if
we don't stop t.he ball accurately." IIIner said. "We've
got to work on that because
we're not getting any advantage
and we should be getting a lot
more advantage on that play."
Illner, whose midfield is an
area of concern for her because
of four new starters there, said
she thought they played a better
second half. In the first half
they were just trying to get the
feel of their positions and of the
other team, she said.
Illner said her two injured
players will be r€ady to play in
Friday's game <.t Purdue, even
though they won't be at full
strength.
St. Louis Coach Kelly
O'Connell said even though her
team is now 6-3, she is not
planning any changes to try to
shake the squad up.
"W~'re a young team:' said
O'Conneii. who was 13-13-4 last
season. "The kids are beginners
to the college game."
This game was also st. Louis'
third game of the weekend.

Men ruggers dump Western
By George Pappas
Staff Writer

(rom rough play until January.
He'll still coach the pack.
though."
According to McCurdy,
Rollins took a pitch from Don
Berda early in the first half. Al;
Rollins was swinging around
the right end, one of the
Leatherneck defenders hit
Rollins low aud upended him.
Rollins came down Oat on bis
shoulder.
"Thank God he didn't land OIl
his head and break his neck,"
McCurdy said.
Nonetheless, the Salukis'
maroon squad played an exceDent game against Western.
Midway through the flTSt half,
Berda z;:cored OIl a penally kick
to give the Salukis a 3-() lead•.
Still in the first haH, the
Salukis padded their lead to 9-0

The Saluki Ruggers went to
Macomb and played a hard
game of rugby SatuT" J against
Western IllinOiS, bUI maybe it
was a little too hard.
Despite whitewashing
Western 13-() and 3-() on a sunbaked rugby pitch, the Salukis
lost veteran Kelly RoUins for
the remainder of the season
with a broken collarbone. According to Saluki Coach Mac
McCurdy, the break in Ro~ins'
right collarbone will take SIX to
· nine weeks to heal.
"We lost one of the key
players to our team," McCurdy
· said. "Even. if his shoulder
repairs in six Weeks, the doctors
• have informed him to stay away
..... _, DalIJ EcJptiaD. September 5. 1983

on hookerback Dan O'Neal's try
and Berda's extra point kick.
O'Neal, junior from Peoria,
took a pitch from McCurdy and
busted through a wall of
Leathernecks into the try zone.
"He (O'Neall made those
guys look like bowling pins,"
McCurdy said. "He rolled
himself through and it was
defmitely a strike."
The Salukis added another
try, from Berra, early in the
second half. His extra point kick
was no good but it didn't matter
because the Leathernecks were
going nowhere.
"It was so bot out there that
everyone was ready to ~ie,"
McCurdy said.
"Midway
through the second half, we
See RUGBY. Pal" .t
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Saluld left wiDger Sharoo Leidy. r!gli&. loes after &be baUas St.
Leais UDiveni&y·. Jayne LYllcb panues &be play ia field bockey
ad_ a& Wbam Field Moaday .fte....-.

